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With unbelievably beautiful weather and 
great attendance on both days the 125th 
Kangaroo Valley Show will be one not 
quickly forgotten! 
Enough praise cannot be given to the 
wonderful Show committee for bringing us 
an outstanding event! 
In fact there were many aspects of this year’s 
show that were particularly memorable! 
On Saturday, in glorious sunshine, we enjoyed 
the grand parade, a fantastic spectacle lead by 
our very dedicated and much loved outgoing 
secretary, Mrs Betty Allan, who this year has 
handed over the reins to the amazing Donna 
Parker!  
Betty has generously worked with Donna and 
shared her incredible wealth of knowledge and 
experience to ensure a smooth transition.  
And what a great transition it has been. 
Donna has done a sensational job in her new 
role of secretary … a huge undertaking which 
she has performed with great skill and good 
cheer.  

Prize winning cattle, beautiful horses, local 
business and emergency service vehicles and U 
beaut utes circled our magnificent showground 
before an enthusiastic crowd. 
 

Show greats recognized! 
 

This fine display of talent and enthusiasm 
was a very fitting lead up to the presentation 
of three important awards to three very 
talented and enthusiastic community 
members!   (show wrap continues  inside) 

The Walker family at the Show were John washonoured for 60 years service.  
Photograph back row from left Mark, Chris and David; middle row Sonya, Shirley and John; 

botom row Sheree and Dianne. 

The 125th Anniversary Show. A birthday bash to remember! 

Betty Allan (left) and Donna Parker enjoying 
each other’s company during the changeover 
of the secretarial responsibilities of the show 
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Editorial 

DEADLINES 
for the April 2010 issue of the ‘VOICE’ 

Advertising, 
Wot’s On , Calender 

& Sports Report  
March 22, 2010 

Editorial Submissions 
March 24, 2010 

Please do not leave your 
submission until the last day;  

being early is a great help to us.  
e-mail 

thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au 
44 651 621 

The monthly community newspaper of Kangaroo Valley 

Kangaroo Valley Voice was originally established 
under the Small Towns Program (an initiative of the  
Department of Business & Regional Development). 
K.V. Voice Inc. aims to support & develop the Valley’s 
economic, social & communication infrastructure. The 
Committee & Assistants are all volunteers, who donate 
their time and expertise for the benefit of our readers. 
All Valley residents, clubs & organisations are invited to 
forward editorial submissions.  
The K.V. Voice is financially self sufficient due to 
income received from local businesses and advertising. 

DISCLAIMER 
The statements and opinions expressed in this publication are 
made in good faith by Kangaroo Valley community members. 
K.V. Voice Inc., Committee, volunteers and contributors do not 
take responsibility for any statements advertisement, notice, 
letter or opinions published. Such are published at the risk of the 
contributor,  who accepts liability for any intended publication. All 
contributors agree to indemnify the publisher and warrant that 
the material is accurate and is neither deceptive or misleading, 
in breach of copyright, defamatory or in breach of any laws.  

The spirit moves in mysterious ways 

Dear Editor 
  
A note on the garden outside the 
fence at KV Hall. 
  
Having built the beautiful new picket fence 
outside the Hall, Ken Novich and Keith Learn 
then felt it needeed a garden to "soften" it a 
little.  
Using Peter Cuffley's book "Creating Your 
Own Period Garden", Keith and I then 
selected plants from heritage lists of the 1880s 
onward to be truly in keeping with the Hall's 
age.  
We selected plants that would not grow too 
large (and block access), that weren't too 

(Continued on page 4) 

We present this issue of the Voice with a 
warm fuzzy feeling for the way it has all 
cometogether, notwithstanding a 
dislocation of our production times to a 
small degree, but embracing as it does 
further proof of the “unbottled energy 
and pride” of the bulk of our 
community for the community in which 
they live. 
Throughout our pages this issue, are examples 
of those who take the time to serve others 
rather than themselves, two of the best 
examples being the mammoth efforts put in by 
the committee and volunteers at the annual 
show and an appreciation night for the team 
which replaced the George Walker Bridge at 
Opioneer Museum Park. 
Lions as usual were/are involved in countless 
ways in making such a difference to many 
projects and citizens in the Valley, but there  
are also still teams at work on the pathway (see 
page 14), landscaping the Hall, protecting the 
environment, plantings, clean ups, etc. 
The charge is now underway (with 
commendable thoroughness in planning and 
arrangements) for the annual “let off syteam 
night” which is the Pre school winter dance. 
The Swim Relays again attracted large entries, 
it seems that this will be a permanent feature of 
the Valley Calender for years. 
Culturally there are the upcoming highlights of 
CD releases, the return of SHE and the concerts 
organised in the “off year” by the Kangarooo 
Valley Arts Festival. 
With such an active program underway it is 
great to have choice and variety before us. 
On the other hand!!! There are still things we 
need to be on the alert about. 
One furphy soon run to ground was the attempt 
to start a scare campaign in the Valley about a 
supposed proposal to raise the Tallowa Dam 
wall (which perhaps naively we thought had 
been put away for good, following the last 

attempt by the State Government to contemplate 
(even plan for) such an ludicrous concept. 
On behalf of the KVCA, the President Barbara 
Woodney sent this letter to Andrew Stoner, 
“You cannot imagine the consternation your 
comments relating to raising Tallowa Dam 
(radio 2ST Friday 12/2/10) had on the 
Kangaroo Valley community. Having fought a 
vigorous battle with the NSW State Labor 
government over this issue - and won - we 
thought that was the end to the matter! 
Fortunately, your remarks were tempered with 
the proviso relating to"economic, social and 
environmental impacts" - on all these counts we 
can defend our position of no dam raising. 
I was the Chairperson of the "No Dam Raising" 
group and we had great success when Minister 
Bob Debus personally considered our 
arguments and realised there was no need to 
raise the dam for Sydney to be able to use 
Tallowa as a major source of water in an 
emergency. 
Currently we have a three year moratorium on 
pumping to Sydney with set environmental flows 
for the Shoalhaven River. This moratorium has 
co-incided with the "turn-on" of the desalination 
plant in Sydney.  I have been out to the Dam 
today and after 10 days of rain, water is pouring 
over the dam providing fishermen and oyster 
farmers downstream on the Shoalhaven River a 
much needed (and rare)  "flush". This has come 
only five days after Shoalhaven officially came 
of water restrictions! 
I believe Councillor Gareth Ward has invited 
you to Kangaroo Valley to talk to "concerned 
locals" - I would look forward to that meeting 
and a chance to present you with our 
"economic, social and environmental impact" 
statements. 
Mr Stoner did not come but replied “Thanks 
Barbara, we have no plans whatsoever to raise 
the Tallowa Dam wall”. 
That seems clear enough then. While the 
populace may sleep others protect them 

Carl Leddy 
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Last month in the story of local singer Lee Kingston and 

sound engineer Ben Moore we said that the official Songbirds 
CD launch would be on Saturday 6th March. 

 
In fact the launch will be Saturday 20th March 7:30 Studio 

Theatre, Shoalhaven Entertainment Centre. 
Come along and enjoy a very special evening showcasing our 

regions best female singer/songwriters 
 

Goto www.skyedog.net/songbirds for more information 
Tickets on sale now www.shoalhavenentertainment.com.au 

It was a case of all 
hands on deck 
when the curtain 
went up on the 
return of the dog 
show.   
Pictured here are 
Larraine Hahlos 
handing out 
catalogues while 
Michele Bennet, 
Show Secretary 
and Paul Terrett, 
Show Manager 
were busy keeping 
an eye on the 
hoards arriving for 
their first dog 
show.   
As you may be 
aware the dogs 
were not at the 
show in 2009 but 
returned in 2010 
with a vengeance, 
with an entry of 581 
dogs.   
This was a record 
and exhibitors came 
from as far as 
Canberra, many 
suburbs of Sydney 
and the Blue 
Mountains.   
All in all it was a 
success that has set 
the benchmark high 
for 2011 when no 
doubt they will 
return with lessons 
learnt to make it 
even better. 
 

Jason Horton 

Dog show returns to the Valley in record numbers 

Stop press! Songbirds CD launch Congratulations 
from the  

Valley Voice to the 
A & H Society for a 

superb 
presentation of 

the 125 th Show. 
The co-operation 
in preparing for 
and presenting 

this show has been 
outstanding. 

Well done 
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Letters to the Editor (continued) 

Wingecaribee WIRES  
Rescue number  

4862 1788 

prickly, with flowers that would not be picked 
and that would be tough enough to survive in 
such a narrow strip of garden. 
Ken Novich provided $150 from the balance of 
funds raised for the Roz Novich memorial, so 
this little garden is also a tribute to Roz. 
Keith and I planted it all using our homemade 
compost and kept it watered every 2 or 3 days 
until it was established. In autumn we will fill 
in the gaps with further small shrubs and 
perennials.  
Thanks to Jackie Lenz for watering assistance 
also. (The Garden Club also offered watering 
help but as we are close to town it was easy to 
pop in and keep things alive ourselves. But 
thanks, anyway). 
One sour note - if you use the Hall PLEASE 
don't flick cigarette butts into the garden!  
Thanks                                   Barbara Woodney 

(Continued from page 2) 

The Editor 
 

Festival thank you 
 

Although we are running a little late, this is a 
big thank you to all those who were involved in 
the Kangaroo Valley Summer Festival. 
First up, what would we have been without the 
wonderful painted Kangaroos - both locals and 
visitors were seen posing for photos with their 
particular favourite?  
John Bond, Head teacher at KV School and his 
staff are to be thanked for their support and for 
their pupils' enthusiasm in painting ten of the 
Roos. 
The other ten ‘roos were painted by local artists 

- Sally d'Ovelle, Myriam Kin-Yee, Tish Banks, 
Cheryl Andrews, Derek Watt, Larraine Hahlos, 
Sheila Young, Laurie and Diana Deville, Sue 
Prescott and Dawn Daly.  
They were all fabulous and indicative of the 
truly imaginative artists we have here in the 
Valley. 
A special thanks to all those who sponsored a 
roo - they are now a community asset. 
A very big thankyou goes to Keith Learn who 
cut out all the roos and prepared them for 
painting.  
Keith, Barbara Woodney and Phil Capper 
installed them all.  
To all those who particpated on the day - Diana 
Jaffray for the fabulous posters; Larraine 
Hahlos for publicity; Bill Lawson for allowing 
us to use his site; Goldfish Gifts (the organ 
music man); the street stall holders; the Berry 
choir; Santa and the Fire Brigade; Lions for the 
sausage sizzle; the KV School choir who 
entertained us so sweetly; Nick Rheinberger 
and Liz Aitken (our celebrity judges), the 
individual musicians who stationed themselves 
around the Village; Suzanne Greer and Barbara 
Woodney for their "gofer" roles all day; Terry 
Hennessey and Chris Nobel and friends for 
their popular puppets shows; the local 
businesses who stayed open late; Clare's Closet 
for the fashion parade - I hope no-one has been 
forgotten - a BIG thank you. 
Note: The roos are owned by KV Tourist 
Association and will be available for loan for 
KV community groups' special events.  

Wendy Caird,  
KVTA / organiser 

The Editor, 
 
Horse talk 
 
In response to `conncerned resident' February 
Voice. 
Good idea to have compulsory `bum bags' for 
horses and in fact why not wombats too - there 
has definitely been an increase in droppings, I 
have had to walk around at least two in the last 
year. 
I would also like to suggest that all `equestrian 
people' and their horses attend compulsory 

courses on training their horses `to go' before 
they leave the paddock and in the event of an 
accident, all riders carry a shovel and large bag 
strapped to their backs to remove any mishaps. 
With these measures in place our visitors can 
then enjoy `a good rural look' without those 
messy, unsightly droppings.               D. Wearne 

The Editor 
 

CMRI car boot sale—spots available 
 
The committee are planning to organize a CAR 
BOOT SALE in the car park adjacent to KV 
ESTATE’S VINEYARD.  
The idea is to offer spaces to interested local 
residents who could be keen to dispose of 
household items surplus to requirements. 
The venue will be open from 11am to 4 pm and 
the cost per car $20 which will go to CMRI. 
The first two are planned for May 29 and July 
31.  
Anyone interested in participating and booking 
a place for either of these dates should ‘phone 
Virginia Nelson—Tel 0409 826 656.  
She has the details and will be happy to take 
your bookings.                                    Joan Bray   

Council lifts  
level one water restrictions 
 

Shoalhaven City Council has lifted level one 
water restrictions in the city from February 
10, 2010. 
Shoalhaven Water Director Carmel Krogh said 
that recent inflows into the Shoalhaven and 
Kangaroo Rivers have been very high during the 
last week, with inflows of more than 500 
megalitres on several days.  
These flows will allow sustainable pumping 
from the river to top up the City’s main supply. 
“The city’s dams are now at an overall capacity 
of 80 per cent with Bamarang Dam at 87 per 
cent,” Ms Krogh said. “The Bureau of 
Meteorology is also predicting further rain fall 
in the coming weeks 
“Given this scenario we have recommended that 
the level one water restrictions for the city be 
lifted from 10 February.  
The level one water restrictions were put in 
place on 5 October 2009. 
For more information and tips of how to save 
water at home and in your business, contact 
Shoalhaven Water’s Information Hotline 1300 
662 246 or visit Shoalhaven Water’s internet 
site at http://shoalwater.nsw.gov.au/.  

“I will be available in the Valley, Friday 
March 26th outside the Pioneer Motel, Moss 
Vale Rd from 12.30 -1.30pm and I’d love to 

meet you” 
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A delightful evening, balmy weather and 
a happy crowd of Valleyites for the long 
awaited re-opening of the suspension 
bridge at the Pioneer Museum Park.  
The iconic 72 metres long structure spans 
Tanners Creek and a deep sandstone 
gorge: it is the access to two picturesque 
walks. 
The bridge was originally twice as wide and was 
constructed by George Walker in 1930.  
It replaced a natural ford over the sometimes 
turbulent Broger’s Creek which ran between the 
main road and the Walker’s property.  
George had bought a Model ‘T’ Ford and so a 
more reliable access was imperative.  
John Walker spoke of the ingenuity of his father 
who built the suspension bridge from local 
timbers and without mechanical aids. 
When it was replaced by a concrete bridge in 
1977, the Historical society organized a team of 
volunteers and moved the still sound 
construction to its present location.  
Over the years it has been carefully maintained 
but nature had her way one windy day in 2007.  
Partial restoration was out of the question, re-
building was the way to go.  
An enormous thank you to the team of workers, 
the fund raisers and the donations from the State 
and local governments whose united 
contributions have made the re-birth of the 
George Walker Bridge a reality. 
John Walker was fulsome in his praise for the 
efforts of this caring community and it was with 
pride and pleasure that he cut the ribbon and 
officially opened the bridge. 
The guests dined under the stars with delicious 
food provided by Mauger’s Meats and the 

George Walker Bridge re-opened after years of hard work 
Valley Bakery and 
enjoyed many happy 
reminiscences.  
We were delighted 
that Doris Blinman 
could join us and 
that so many of John 
and Shirley 
Walker’s family and 
close friends were 
present. 
Thank you each and 
everyone who has 
helped the Pioneer 
Museum Park, in 
whatever area of 
your expertise and 
whether for 5 mins 
or the nearly three 

years from beginning of 2007 to the end 
of 2009.   
This is a fantastic community to belong to 
with so many opportunities for each and 
everyone of us to be involved with and 
make friends with all who live here.   
There are many plans for improvements to 
the facilities and attractions at the Pioneer 
Park and Museum, so we would be 
delighted to be contacted by anyone 
interested in joining the work team every 
Wednesday.  
There's lots of fun while the projects 
progress and as one person said "I really 
enjoy my Wednesday at the Museum - it's 
like recreation, so enjoyable”.  
Now here’s another great idea: the 
establishment of a valley ‘Men’s Shed’.  
Your thoughts and comments on this please.  
All offers of help in any capacity are 
appreciated and Elaine Apperley would so 
like to hear from you. Tel 44652026 

 
Elaine Apperley and Joan Bray     

John Walker opens the rebuilt bridge and 
sustains a family tradition 

Bruce Ramsay (Bridge engineer) and  
Doris Blinman celebrate the event 
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Our first meeting for this year was held 
at The Friendly Inn where we had a 
very enjoyable lunch.  
Everyone was happy to get together again 
and catch up with old and new friends.   
It was our AGM and our special guest was our 
new Zone Councillor Lyne Gerstenberg.  
She presented the new committee members 
with their badges and welcomed them into their 
new positions for 2010.  
She brought us up to date with the changes to 
The Smith Family’s vision and the View 
Club’s role.  
The View Club is a part of the fund-raising 
activities of The Smith Family as well as being 
a friendship group for women.  
The View Club also welcomes speakers to our 
meetings on wide-ranging topics.  

The Smith Family is a national, independent 
children’s charity committed to helping 
disadvantaged Australian children by unlocking 
opportunities through education and learning 
support. 
The next meeting of the View Club will be at 
12 noon on March 12 at The Friendly Inn.  

The ladies in charge—Kangaroo Valley VIEW Club Committee 2010 

VIEW Club starts 
the New Year in a 
strong fashion 

Margaret McLachlan and Lyne Gerstenberg 

Our guest speaker will be Garth Chittick.  
His chosen topic is ‘From Rotolactors to 
Robotics in dairy farming’.  
I can remember learning about the Rotolactor in 
school and visiting one at Camden. 
The View Club is having a fund-raising event 
on Wednesday, March 17, 4.30-6.30pm, “A St 
Patrick’s Day Celebration up in the Hills” in 
Lynne Povey’s garden in Jarretts Lane.  
Cost is $10 person.  
Bring your own chair.  
Contact Barbara Bloom for details.   
Also please let Barbara Bloom know by the 
Wednesday before if you are not coming to the 
March meeting on 4464 3808, 0417290397or 
bloomfields182@bigpond.com 
We invite and welcome anyone who is 
interested to attend our meetings.  
Please ring Margaret McLachlan on 4465 1946 
for further details. 

Jeannette Dumbrell 
Assistant Secretary 

The enthusiasm for researching and 
documenting the early history of this 
area is growing apace.  
Many of the current residents have 
volunteered their services and the first 
committee meeting will be 11 am on 
March14th at the home of Andrew 
Fitzsimmons. 
Now we need some help with any snippets of 
information that readers may have about some 
of the earlier settlers.  
The following pioneers must have made their 
mark but little of their activities have been 
recorded.  
If you are able to enlighten this eager committee 
please ‘phone me: Tel. 4651851 or e-mail any 

Researching Wattamolla and Woodhill 
stories to: joanbray@bigpond.com  
Tom Callaghan, James Clark, William Clark, 
the Colley family, William Conway, Robert 
Cranston, [1880] the Creed, Crump and 
Freeborn families, Stan Garratty, Patrick 
Guihen, Holland, Knight, McInally and 
McNabb families, William Lamon and Henry 
Lamond, Chris Lord-Wren, Henry Moss, 
Nicholson and Norris family, George Parkes 
and Verne Pepper [he may be related to Charles 
Pepper from Berry], Quigan, Short and Robb 
families [early settlers1875] 
Also any remembrances about the Union 
Church.  
Thank you.  

 
Joan Bray   

Matt Brown MP will be available 
 to meet with you Wed 3 March,  

9.30-10am adjacent  
Pioneer Motel  

or contact on 42321082 or 
kiama@parliament.nsw.gov.au  
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K. V. Markets 
Dates until the end of 2010 

13 March 2010 
10 April 2010 
8 May 2010 

12 June 2010 
10 July 2010 

14 August 2010 
11 September 2010 

9 October 2010 
13 November 2010 
11 December 2010 

 Sheila Wesley-Smith arrived in 
Kangaroo Valley in 2007 to live with two 
of her sons, Martin and Peter.  
She survived several heart attacks, two 
admissions to Shoalhaven Hospital and her 
boys’ cooking, but she grew gradually 
weaker and died at home on Friday, 
February 5th, not long shy of her 94th 
birthday. 
Sheila lived most of her life in Adelaide.  
She was the youngest foundation scholar at a 
well-known girls’ college, later training as a 
kindergarten teacher.  
She performed in amateur theatricals, most 
notably as “The Spirit of South Australia” in 
Heritage: A Pageant of South Australia in 1936, 
a show devised to celebrate the centenary of the 
State.  
This was an extraordinary production, with a 
huge cast, orchestra and choir.  
Sheila’s role, which gained her much 
recognition, was to provide links between 
scenes and introduce themes and events. 
She became well-known nationally as “the 
‘Kindergarten of the Air’ lady”, on ABC radio, 
from 1960 to 1965.  
It was a popular program, Sheila writing the 
scripts, selecting the stories and songs, and 
presenting each show.  
Her kindergarten training and acting talents 
made her ideal for the job and she had a devoted 
following. 
In 1939 she married Harry Wesley-Smith.  
They were on their way to Europe when war 
was declared, their ship being diverted around 
the Cape to England.  
The couple lived for a while with Harry’s 
relatives in Derry in Northern Ireland, then 
Sheila stayed in Oxford while Harry taught at 
Brighton College. When he decided to join the 
AIF they returned to Australia across the Pacific 
and were mid-ocean when Pearl Harbour was 
attacked.  
Their sea voyages were nothing if not eventful!  
They returned to Adelaide and Sheila settled 
down to raising sons while Harry was at war. 
Sheila’s principal role in life was service to 
others.  
The Australian Women’s Register labels her a 
“community worker”, for her voluntary 
initiatives with handicapped children and 
occupants of nursing homes.  
She was a keen gardener and accomplished 
pianist and choral singer.  

Vale— Sheila Wesley-Smith—1916-2010 

Much loved by a wide range of friends, she will 
be long remembered with great affection, not 
least by the friends she made in Kangaroo 
Valley.  
The valley gave her much pleasure in her last 
years. 

 
A blog chronicling the last few months 
of her life can be consulted at http://
www.wesley-smith.info/sheila.html. 
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On a miserable wet Sunday last month 
(February 7) about 100 people were 
treated to a chamber music concert at 
the Riverside Education Centre on the 
Bundanon estate.  
It was the first in a series of three concerts 
being presented by cellist David Pereira 
and various colleagues, as part of an 
ongoing series he is staging in Canberra 
and various regional centres.  
Quite a few people from Kangaroo Valley 

attended, including, to my astonishment, a few 
who were attending an event at Riversdale for 
the first time.  
As it is only 35-40 minutes’ drive from the 
valley it is hardly a huge ask.  
The concert space there has pleasant acoustics 
– a truthful sound without much additional 
reverberation in spite of the wood, glass and 
bare tiled floor.  
The two best things about the space are the 
spectacular view of the Shoalhaven River and 
the huge Arthur Boyd painting behind the 
piano. 

The performance was quite superb.  
The players had not previously worked together 
as an ensemble. 
As this was their fifth concert in as many days 
it was well rehearsed and really sparkling.  
One usually hears piano quintets performed by 
an established string quartet with a guest 
pianist.  
This was different in that the string players are 
not in a regular quartet together, though all 
have had a great deal of ensemble experience. 
The upshot was that each played more as a 

soloist than a 
part of a 
smooth well-
rehearsed 
quartet sound.  
This, to me, 
gave the 
performance 
an extra 
energy and 
interest.  
I think 
everyone in 
the audience 
responded to 
this, as the 
music-making 
was fresh, 
virtuosic and 

intelligent.  
The gleaming faces at the end, from both 
performers and audience, said it all. 
The program included two huge piano quintets 
– the Schumann and the Brahms. It’s rare to 
hear these two works in one program.  
They were played beautifully.  
Timothy Young managed to coax some 
exceptional sounds out of the elderly baby 
grand and always looked as though he was 
enjoying himself in spite of the huge workload. 
David opened the concert with the Schumann 

Bundanon concerts were first class 

Australian Decorative and Fine Arts 
Society (ADFAS) commences its 2010 
lecture series with Mr Frank Woodgate, 
a lecturer in Art History and guide and 
lecturer at Tate Britain, Tate Modern, 
the Dulwich Picture Gallery, for the 
National Trust (UK), the Art Fund and 
other organisations. 
This lecture is entitled  "Exploring the 
Body: Antony Gormley and the New Face 
of Tradition".  
Antony Gormley studied archaeology, 
anthropology and the history of art at Trinity 
College, Cambridge.  
His art makes use of his expertise in such varied 
disciplines; he makes fascinating and 
challenging sculptures based on his own and 
other people's bodies.  
Many of his works are life-size and made of 
lead or other metal, and can often be found in 
unusual locations such as the Australian desert, 
in the sea off the Liverpool coast or on the 
rooftops of London. 
His work in Australia includes Inside Australia, 
a set of metal sculptures based on the bodies 
of fifty-one of the inhabitants of Menzies, WA, 
which was commissioned for the 50th Perth 
International Arts Festival and are on the 
western end of Lake Ballard.  
Other works range from the enormous Angel of 
the North, which is twenty metres high, weighs 
200 tonnes and can be seen at a great distance 
from the A1 at Gateshead,  to his various Fields 
of tens of thousands of small clay figures made 
under his guidance by ordinary members of the 
public.  
At both ends of the scale his work is astonishing 
and thought-provoking. 
Don't miss this fascinating lecture which will be 
at Berry School of Arts on March 25 at 7.30pm.  
Visitors are most welcome at a cost of 
$20 which includes a light supper.  
No need to book but enquiries can be phoned 

to 4464 2918. 

ADFAS series continues 

NEW WOMBAT BOBCAT. 5 TONNE IHI EXCAVATOR 
VOLVO TIP TRUCK, ROAD GRADER. ROLLER 

THE FOLLOWING ATTACHMENTS COME also available, augers, trencher, rockbreaker, different sized buckets 

 
 

 

Owner operators 
GIVE US A CALL FOR A FREE QUOTE ON 
44 651 172 or mobiles 0408 534 019 or 0407 786 512 

Excavations, drainage, landscaping, small and narrow roads,  
(we have the ideal grader for these roads, dam cleanin. 

ALSO NOW SUPPLYING 
BUSHROCK from hand 

held sizes, to display sizes 
or for a large rock wall, or 

the small rock wall, maybe 
even rocking around your 

dam edge. 
Give us a call, this is  

OUR SPECIALITY. 

WE CAN CART roadbase, sand, soil, 
mulch, blue metal etc (13 tonne) 

KANGAROO VALLEY EARTHMOVING  
(ALSO TRADING AS KANGAROO VALLEY BOBCAT & TIPPER HIRE) 
ABN 24 427 N930 266 

Adagio and Allegro, a charming piece that I last 
heard live from Stephen Isserlis last year. 
David’s performance measured up and I heard 
sighs of pleasure from all round me.  
Natsuko Yoshimoto, who is the concertmaster 
of the Adelaide Symphony Orchestra, gave an 
exceptional performance of Brahms’ Scherzo in 
C minor, a single-movement thriller showcasing 
her perfect intonation and superb technique.  
Also performing in the quintets were Imants 
Larsens, who plays Associate Principal Viola 
with the Adelaide Symphony, and Chris 
Latham, who for many years played violin with 
the Australian Chamber Orchestra and who is 
currently Artistic Director of the Canberra 
Music Festival.  
The players assembled from three cities in 
Australia, and one must hope that they get 
together again for future concerts. 
Future performances in David Pereira’s series at 
Bundanon will be held in July and December 
this year.  
You will be notified about them in the Voice. 

Belinda Webster 

The performers take their well earned bow at Bundanon 
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In January, Bill and Judy 
Borton returned with their 
family of four daughters and 
their husbands and children to 
Kangaroo Valley to celebrate 
the 50th Anniversary of Bill and 
Judy’s wedding.   
They were married in The Church of 
the Good Shepherd on January 2nd, 
1960.  
The families travelled from 
Melbourne and Brisbane for a much 
anticipated reunion and stayed at the 
picturesque ‘Banksia Park’ where 
they enjoyed the relaxing atmosphere 
and the variety of family activities.  
Judy was the daughter of Bessie and 
Gordon Mallet, who was headmaster 
of Kangaroo Valley Primary school 
from 1957-60.  

Judy’s sister, Jenny was bridesmaid and Bill’s 
brother Lionel, the best man. 
Her ten year old brother, Gordon performed the 
vital job of keeping the old wheezing organ 
pumped so the music could be delivered in 
style!   
The bride walked across the road from the 
school residence for the ceremony, and the 
guests later attended the reception in the school 
room.  Two local ladies, Esme Weaver and 
Ellise Chittick did the catering. 
Bill and Judy were eager to show their family 
the historic Church of the Good Shepherd and 
appreciated the opportunity to visit there.  
They were impressed to see the beautifully 
restored organ and relieved that the music no 
longer depended on the efforts of a young boy!  
To celebrate the joy of a fifty year old 
marriage, a luncheon was enjoyed at Café 
Bella.  

Photograph top left: The expanded family all 
gather to remember and celebrate at The 

Church of the Good Shepherd 

 Golden Wedding celebrated in the Valley 

From little things big things grow!  
Wedding day 1960 

Golden Wedding day 2010 
Bill and Judy Borton and their daughters 
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The level of the 
water was so low in 
the hole that the 
platypus couldn’t 
escape. Using their 
hats as their only 
available containers 
they carried hatful 
after hatful of water 
from the river to the 
hole until the level 
rose high enough for 
the platypus to 
escape. It quickly 
slithered down the 
rocks and dived into 
the nearest large 
waterhole. My 
friend swears the platypus didn’t disappear 
straight away, but surfaced and swam around a 
couple of times, looking at them all the while 
as if with thanks, until it dived again and  
finally disappeared. 
There’s another platypus not far from here that 
has formed a symbiotic relationship with a 
local cormorant. The obliging platypus stirs up 
the bottom and banks of the river, disturbing all 
sorts of appetizing delicacies for the waiting 
cormorant, but I’m not sure exactly what the 
platypus gets out of the relationship. 
Nevertheless, when you see the cormorant you 
can expect that the platypus isn’t far away. 

Come autumn, the river will 
produce yet another of the 
Valley’s trademarks: mist, mist 
and more mist. I watch it from the 
house, spiralling up from the river 
below, beautifully ethereal from 
this position, but not nearly as 
appealing when you try to wend 
your way along Upper River 
Road, especially at night. But mist 
is part of the Valley; it and its 
source, the river, carve their way 
into our lives, affect our comings 
and goings, help shape our 
moods. Without the river, many 
of us would probably not be here. 

Reflections 

by Jenelle Brangwin 

KANGAROO VALLEY PHARMACY 
               SHOP 2 / 162 MOSS VALE RD. 

       PH. (02) 4465 2772     FAX (02) 4465 2773 
 

    OPEN 6 DAYS: MON-FRI 9a.m. to 5 p.m SAT 9a.m.to 1 p.m. 
                              

For all your Prescriptions and all Pharmaceutical Requisites.  
  

NATIO (Natural Australian Beauty) COSMETICS 
  

Tired of misplacing your scripts..... 
We can take care of your prescriptions in our filing system.  

  
See us about the Webster-pak System that sets out all tablets and capsules in 

blister packs for each time of the day, for each day of the week. 
  

COME IN AND SAY HELLO TO JAN & DAN COLE  
AT YOUR   PHARMACY 

Kangaroo River: it has formed our 
valley; it waters our land; for some it 
provides a livelihood.  
It affords all of us a great variety of 
pleasures, enjoyed in many different ways, 
in many favourite locations. 

It begins insignificantly enough, up on the 
Budderoo National Park, gathering spring water 
and creek water, until it has enough momentum 
to rush over the escarpment in the beauty of 
Carrington Falls. Now on the Valley floor it can 
concentrate on being a river, with wide sweeps 
and big bends alternating with shallow rapids or 
deep gorges. It lingers under Hampden Bridge, 
its dark pools and high walls once the 
playground of the lads of yore, until regulations 
and signs sent them searching elsewhere. It 
glides on past Bendeela until it finds itself part 
of Lake Yarrunga, where, now dammed forever, 
the relative trickle of water that is able to escape 
loses its identity in its much bigger counterpart, 
the Shoalhaven. 
Its moods are many. It can sparkle with life and 
brilliance, or brood in a deep blackness. It can 
tumble and toss and twist with a force to fear, or 
it can saunter idly along, as lazy as a long, 
summer day. It can rear up many times its 
height and sweep all before it, hurling tall trees 
like insignificant matchsticks, or become 
swallowed by the earth with hardly a gurgle, 
whispering as it barely caresses the rocks over 
which it passes. 
It provides thrills and adventure for canoeists 
and kayakers, peace and perhaps good fortune 
for fishermen and somewhere for the rest of us 
to swim or simply cool off on a hot day. There 
are so many idyllic pools along its way; some 
hidden behind sheer rock walls or in deep 
gullies that can only be discovered by those 
prepared to follow its waters. Ancient walls rise 
up from pools deep enough to allow young 
braves to throw themselves from overhanging 
rocks and ledges. Water closes over their heads 
as they plummet down, feeling the bed racing 
upwards towards them, but all they touch is icy 
wetness. Calmer souls drift downstream on li-
los, beneath the cliffs and the rainforest 
branches, the escarpment and the clouds. 
Popular places, like Flat Rock, can suffer at 
times from their own attractions, but on days 
when the crowds have gone they carry the same 
peace as the rest of the river.  

To the original Aboriginal inhabitants,  
Flat Rock was known as a place of healing;  

a place where the women would come  
to give birth.  

I can understand why.  If you sit there quietly 
on a warm sunny day you cannot help but feel 
that same peace and well-being emanating from 

the rocks around. Stillness 
and warmth seem to spread 
from the rocks, permeating 
upwards until they fill you 
with a sense of peace. Yet 
there can be few more 
dramatic places; a natural 
rock platform, surrounded 
by its own theatre in the 
round. Those cliffs have 
watched over the dramas of 
life since the time of the 
Dreaming. 
Dramas of life don’t only 
affect us humans. Some 
friends of mine were 
exploring an isolated stretch 

of the river one very hot summer’s day, when 
the water had been reduced to a series of little 
pools. In one of these pools, little more than a 
deep crevasse in the rock, they found a 
platypus, stranded there by the falling river. 

River ramblers— right on ! 
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Preschool News 
The Kangaroo Valley Show has been a 
hot topic at pre school.  
The children all made beautiful art works 
to help decorate the pavilion.  
Phoebe Szymoniczek was the artist to take first 

prize in the 4 years and under art category, 
Harmony Barker won the second prize and 
Livia Barger was highly commended. 
Congratulations to all the artists.  
The pavilion looked fantastic!  
The children have been telling us about their 
fun at the show.  
The big jumping castle made a big impression 
as well as the dodgem cars and the rodeo. Some 
of our plastic cows at pre school have been very 
difficult for our toy knights to ride! 
The new pre school garden is beginning to 
grow.  
The recent rain has helped all the plants 
establish and children have been keen to help 

with watering when the weather is 
dry.   
Thanks again to everyone who 
contributed to this project. 
 

The children have been busy 
learning through play. 
“Experiments” have been of great 
interest to our older children.  
We have been using eye droppers 
to fill small containers with water. 
The children warned us that we 
had to be careful as their 

“experiments” could possibly 
explode!  

We also made some fizzing experiments, 
adding eyedroppers of vinegar to a small 
container of sodium bi carbonate.  
It was even more fun when we added food 
colouring and mixed colours! 

Artists Alexia, Ashley and Harmony 

Taking care of the garden 

Putting bricks on the castle 

Exploring the rock pools 

There have been a lot of princes and 
princesses at pre school also.  
The dress ups have been in demand as well as 
the castle blocks and fantasy figurines to 
populate the constructions.  
We have painted a big castle to hang on our 
wall and the children are busy making 
drawings of characters who will live in the 
castle. Look out for the dragons! 
The sea has also been a hot topic at pre 
school.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

The 
children 
have had 
lots of 
fun 
playing 
with our 
toy sea 
creatures 
as well 
as 
painting colourful fish, exploring our “indoor 
rock pools”  (shallow dishes containing sand, 
shells and water) and enjoying sea animal and 
beach stories. 
 

The pre school parents have hit the ground 
running with planning under way for our major 
fund raiser for 2010. 
This  year the Winter dance will be known as 
“Cirque De Valley”   
A huge circus themed party is planned for 
Saturday June 12 at the KV Community Hall.  
Make sure you don’t miss out on this amazing 
event!  

For information or reservations please 
contact Miffy on 4465 0137 

 

Painting the towers 

Princesses Lily and Ruby 

Kangaroo Valley Post Office 

Think 
globally 
Transact 
locally 
 

Bendigo 
Bank 
 

CBA 
 

NAB 
 

St George 
 

IMB 
 

Illawarra 
C.U. 
 

Teachers 
C.U. 
 

Police C.U. 
 

Visa Cr 
 

Mastercard 
Cr 
 

+ 70 more 
financial 
institutions 
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It’s a spectacular look, and a spectacular sound! 
They will play a varied program that includes a 
medley of popular themes and cadenzas by 
Tchaikovsky, Debussy's "Clare de Lune" and 
Australian composer Ross Edwards' beautiful 
"Arafura Arioso".  
Profits will go to the Kangaroo Valley-
Remexio Partnership for its projects in East 
Timor. 
Alice is one of the world's top harpists.  
Last year she performed concertos in Germany 
and Israel as well as in Australia. 
Tegan Peemoeller and Hilary Manning have 

 At 6.30pm on Sunday April 18, one of 
the Valley's favourite musical groups 
returns to give us a concert in Kangaroo 
Valley Hall. 
SHE, led by Alice Giles, consists of seven 
women who all play concert harps.  

 
 
 
 

Airport Transfers • Winery Tours • Corporate Travel • 
Weddings • Theatre, Opera, Sporting Events •  

Sydney, Canberra & Southern Highlands 
Vehicles for all occasions 

 
 

At Your Service  
24hours a day & 7 days a week 

 
Contact HCHC  

M: 0400 921 239   
 

E: info@hchc.com.au • W: www.hchc.com.au 

The Seven Harp Ensemble returns to Kangaroo Valley! 

SHE—clockwise from bottom left: 
Liena Lacey, Hilary Manning, Ingrid Bauer, 

Tegan Peemoeller, Genevieve Lang,  
Laura Tanata, Alice Giles 

both been studying overseas, in Italy and 
Canada respectively. 
SHE's tour, which begins in Kangaroo Valley, 
takes in Orange, Bathurst, Camden Haven, 
Coffs Harbour and Armidale.  
They will be launching a new CD on the Tall 
Poppies label. 

Tickets ($30; children under 16: $10) 
will shortly be available from Kangaroo 

Valley Supermarket. Enquiries: call 
4465 1299 or send an email to 

she@wesley-smith.info. 
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Human interest stories, 
news and happenings  

from our  
Kangaroo Valley 

churches 
 

Compiled by Ron  Bower 

Massage   
30 years as practitioner and teacher.  Health fund rebates  

Swedish Remedial Deep tissue Shiatsu Chinese cupping Moxibustion Meditation  
Call Robin 4465 1462 or 0431 940 659   www.kangaroovalleymassage.com.au  

 

Counselling & Psychotherapy 
30 years experience in life transitions. Loss and grief Emotional connection Anxiety and depression  

Family dysfunction Addictions Individuals couples and group work. All are welcome here.  
 Be heard in safety and trust. Call Sylvia 4465 1462 or 0413 591 605  

Church of the Good Shepherd 
Hello! 
At our church over the last month we’ve 
enjoyed the return of a revamped 
Kidschurch on Sundays at 10 am.  
In the first 15 minutes of our 10 am service, we 
praise God together through song (including 
kid’s song), prayer and greeting each other. 
After 15 minutes our children move into our 
rear hall and enjoy bible-based activities with 
our teachers while our adults stay in the 
service. We have groups for years 0-5, 6-12, 
and teenagers. You and your kids are welcome 
to join us any Sunday at 10 am!  
You are also welcome at our 8.30 am 
traditional service.   
NB: Andrew’s shaving his head on Sunday 
March 7 after our 10 am service for Shave for a 
Cure (Leukemia Foundation).  
Your sponsorship is welcome! 
We congratulate Gavin and Lyn Robinson from 
KV Woodcrafts as their son Henry was 
baptised on Sunday February 7.  
As a church we are committed to praying for 
Henry as he grows up in the Valley and to help 

Gavin and Lyn let Henry know about the Lord 
Jesus and why he came to us. 
On Friday March 19 at 7 pm we are having a 
delicious Womens’ Coffee and Cake evening 
with guest Ms Robyn Claydon, former vice-
principal of Abbotsleigh Wahroonga.  
Ms Claydon will speak on "Women Round the 
World making a Difference".  
Cost is $5 in our hall at rear.  
All women are welcome!  
Blokes: on Saturday March 20  we’ll be having 
another Mens’ Hot Breakfast in our hall from 
7.45 am.  
Dr David Claydon will speak on the topic 
‘Never Alone’, telling us his story of growing 
up as an orphan in Israel following the killing 
of his parents. Cost is $5.  
Please ring Andrew Paterson on 4465 1585  
or e-mail him on 
andrew.kvanglican@gmail.com to book a spot 
at either event.         

From the Community at St Joseph's 
Lent began with good attendances on 
Ash Wednesday.  
Added to our prayers are the Stations of 
the Cross with Benediction on each Friday 
of Lent at 5 pm. 
We joined the Nowra Parish to farewell parish 
secretary Roberta Forsythe on February 17. 
Roberta has been secretary for eighteen years. 
Her daughter Simone is to be married at St 
Joseph's later in the year. 

Kent Seebolm and Fionnuala Hammond were 
married on February 27 with Fionnuala's parents 
Gerard and Frances from Ireland in attendance. 
Members of the meditation community from St 
Mary of the Angels Anglican Church in 
Waverley came for a two day retreat from 
March 1-2.  
St Mary's has one of the finest pipe organs in 
Sydney.  
We thank them for joining us for prayer. 
Fr Ronan spoke at the World Day of Prayer 
gathering at St Peter's Church in Burrawang on 
March 5.  
Christians from Cameroon prepared the 2010 
service. 
A thought for Lent:  
Author Rodney Clapp tells of a young woman 
who attended church each year only on Ash 
Wednesday in New York, at the epicenter of 
wealth and power in Manhattan.  
The priests began tracing ashes on worshippers’ 
foreheads, declaring 'You are dust and unto dust 
you will return' (Gen 3:19).  
A beautiful young woman came forward. As the 
priest approached, she whispered: 'Father, I’m a 
model. I only have a few years left for this work. 
My body is ageing, and I can hardly admit it to 
myself. But I do so once a year at this service. 
So rub the ashes on hard'.  
Ashes are a powerful symbol of our mortality - 
a reality check for those who rarely think 
beyond the present to that which is as certain as 
taxes. 

As you have driving along Moss Vale 
Road, during January and early February 
you would have seen Russell and Ben 
doing a great job preparing the earthworks 
and formwork for the pathway.  
You may have wondered why no concrete 
has been poured.  
There are a few reasons for this; we needed a 
break, particularly during the hot month of 
January.  
The extra heavy traffic during the school 
holidays would have made it difficult and 
dangerous for us and many of our helpers had 
their hands full preparing for the Valley Show. 
We have started working back from Nugent’s 
Creek Road while we wait for the RTA to 
move road signage at Jarrett’s lane and to have 

a bridge designed to cross the large culvert 
close by.  
Bruce Ramsey very kindly produced a concept 
design, free of charge, however, the Shoalhaven 
City Council do not having a structural 
engineer, at the moment, and are having 
difficulty negotiating a reasonable fee from a 
private consulting engineer to approve the 
design 
Unfortunately the additional $30K funding 
grant allocated, by Shoalhaven City Council, 
from a second round Federal Government’s 
“Infrastructure Grants” has been withdrawn by 
the Federal Government Infrastructure Office. 
For some reason or other they decided that, this 
time, grants cannot be given for pathway 
construction.  
This puts a large hole in our funding plans, but 
thanks to the wonderful generosity of the 

Kangaroo Valley Community and $10k from the 
State Government, through the lobbying of Matt 
Brown, we should get close to completing the 
section to Nugent’s Creek Road without 
constructing the bridge.  
Hopefully Council will come up with the funds 
to design and construct the bridge in their next 
budget as they don’t seem to have any 
additional funds this financial year. 
I think it is very appropriate, at this time, that 
we should all thank those, community members, 
who have been so generous with their time and/
or money to enable us to have a safe place to 
walk and cycle along the busy and dangerous 
Moss Vale Road  
Money donations (vvarying amounts, in no 
particular order) 
Keith Learn, Barbara Woodney, Mary McIntyre, 
Bruno and Elizabeth Henke, R.J and J.W 
Holdaway, Sally D'ovelle, Chris and Sophie 

(Continued on page 46) 

Kangaroo Valley Pathway Update 
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Mike and Kathy Turbott may be ‘part-
time’ residents of the Valley, but are full-
timers when it comes to ‘Weddings, 
Parties and Special Occasions’.  
Michael was raised in the Marlborough 
district on New Zealand’s South Island and 
knows the area well.  
He and Kathy first visited the Marlborough 
Wine Festival 11 years ago.  
Every year they invite friends to join them with 
a group of local, close friends in Blenheim 
The most recent group comprised six full-time 
Kangaroo Valley residents, four part-time 
residents and five others from Sydney.  
Fun and relaxation is the bottom line from the 
moment the bus collects you from the airport. 
A gourmet dinner at Herzog’s Winery starts the 
programme.  
Friday, we enjoy fine wines and lunch at 
Highfield Estate Restaurant, followed by an 
energetic visit to the colourful Blenheim 
Markets. 
Dinner Friday night is at beautifully restored 
former bank, now Hotel d’Urville, which is 
walking distance from our motel. 
Saturday morning starts slowly but we 
eventually catch the bus to the Montana 
Brancott Estate for the 27th Marlborough Wine 
(and Food) Festival.  
The 8000 ticket-only event features non-stop 
live music, 67 winery stands to sample plus 28 
gourmet food outlets randomly scattered 
amongst them.  
To cap it off, the weather is always fine.  
Dinner that night is a very noisy barbecue at the 
house of an old family friend. 
The highlight of the weekend is undoubtedly 
Sunday lunch at Michael Seresin’s beautiful 
property at Waterfall Bay in Marlborough 
Sound, accessed only by a boat.  
Movie buffs may know him as the 
cinematographer  for such movies as ‘Midnight 
Express’ and ‘Harry Potter’.  

Turbott’s terrific tippling tour 

His passion and commitment to producing fine, 
organically grown wine, olives, fruit and 
related produce is showcased at the Sunday 
lunch to coincide with the Festival. Each year a 
celebrity chef is invited to prepare and present a 
menu to best represent the region.  This year 
Hamish Brown, who is based in London as 
Head Chef for the ROKA restaurant group, 
served 6 outstanding dishes, cooked with a 
Japanese influence to complement Seresin 
wines. The setting, the food, the wine and the 
service were all impeccable. 
Coffee and chocolates are served on board the 
cruiser on the return trip. 
By way of contrast to lunch, a cleansing ale is 
taken at the Toot and Whistle pub, before we 

are transported to another local friend’s house 
on the banks of the river, for a party and the 
traditional fish and chips. 
With our own chartered bus and driver, 
thankfully drink/driving is not a concern. 
If that was not enough, we farewell New 
Zealand on Monday with lunch at Shed 5 
restaurant in Wellington. 
Yes….we did eat and drink too much….we had 
too much fun…..but what else would you do on 
a rare 4 day weekend in New Zealand….eh? 
If the concept could be captured on a miniature 
scale in Kangaroo Valley…..what a boost for 
our local businesses. 

 
Ken Novich and Jo Willmott 

L to R: John Wright, Denise Wright, Shane Hindman, Jill Butler, Sue Craig, Chris Freeman, 
Lindy Ross, Ken Novich , Peter Butler, Jo Willmott, Barbara Thomas, Jane Freeman,  

Gavin Thomas, Kathy Turbott, Mike Turbott, (peeking around corner is Barbara Lawson)  

V & A.K. Winch 
Rural Contractors 

Over 25 years industry experience 
 

*          All forms of rural fencing          *      Enclosed gardens 
*          Slashing—Spraying                      *      Bridges and jetties 
*          Stables & day sheds                   *      Cattle yards and horse arenas 
*          Property management               *      Vineyards 
*          Rural consultancy                       *      Water carting 
*          Chem Cert accredited 
 

 

Vincent 0427 898 863 
Sean 0458 233 699 
Ph: 02 4465 1448 

 

ABN 890 440 920 83 
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The Gallery in Kangaroo Valley  
149 Moss Vale Road. 44 651 621 

It took a puppy to make me regret, for 
the first time ever, that I hadn’t studied 
chemistry at school.   
I blame the rain, otherwise so welcome.   
I had a large towel on the laundry floor, 
optimistically intended to remove some of the 
wet mud from Toby’s paws before he entered 
the living area.   
That night, for the first time, Toby left my 
bedroom without waking me.   
Finding the back door shut, he used his 
initiative and peed on the towel.   
When I found it in the morning, I threw it into 
the washing machine, intending to add more 
dog towels before turning it on.   
Will I never learn that, unless I do something 
when I think of it, I am more than likely to 
forget?  Several days later, I opened the 
washing machine to put sheets in it, only to 
stagger back, gasping for breath, in a desperate 
effort to avoid asphyxiation by ammonia 
poisoning. 
One subject I did study at school was history.   
I learnt that, thousands of years ago, man 
“domesticated” the wolf.   
Yet it took experience to teach me that the 
underlying principle which governs the 
relationship between the two has never 
changed:  “The Canine Right to Rule”.   
And, unlike that similar-sounding principle 
which is taught in history class, this one must 
be accepted by monarchists and republicans 
alike. 

I don’t know which of us derived greater 
pleasure from Toby’s first visit to the beach.   
I was keen to see his reaction to the ocean, and 
he didn’t disappoint.  At first he was frightened 
by the waves, and even ran away from the 
shallow water washing over the sand.   
He quickly became more adventurous, though I 
couldn’t decide if he entered the water for a 
paddle or to lap the salty foam.   
In any event, my precaution of wearing bathers 
under my shorts proved unnecessary, for he 
evinced no inclination to swim, 
let alone cross the Tasman.   
The delight of his new 
experience was compounded by 
the number of other dogs on the 
beach.   
He developed a particular 
affinity with a Labradoodle, 
only a month older than 
himself, and they wrestled 
energetically for ages, until they 
were distracted by the approach 
of a Chihuahua puppy, which 
they apparently mistook for a 
rabbit.   
Disaster was only narrowly 
averted. 
When Toby’s first lead broke - 
the fact that he’d chewed half 
through it might have contributed to its early 
demise - I decided that a choke chain and short 
chain lead might help train him to walk to heel.   
Our first outing with these started so well that I 
thought his enforced proximity to me was all 
that was needed to induce a docile trot beside 
me.  Why hadn’t I thought of a short lead 
sooner?   
Then he saw a bird.  He shot between my legs, 
taking my arm, still hanging onto the lead, with 
him.  I had a microsecond in which to choose 

between letting go of the lead or falling on my 
back.  I chose the latter.   
My mistake was forgetting the treats.   
Within a week of remedying this omission, 
Toby was walking to heel for the complete 
circuit of Jenanter Drive. 
When he was 5½ months old, and tipping the 
scales at just over 24kg, I reluctantly decided I 
should postpone my civic duty no longer, and 
took Toby for the Big Snip.   
According to the vet’s Discharge Instructions, 

“Castration is major surgery requiring general 
anaesthesia” and “Recovery is generally 
uneventful”.   
They didn’t know Toby.  On him anaesthetic 
acted not as a sedative, but as a stimulant.  Not 
only did he show no signs of grogginess when I 
collected him at 4 pm on the day of surgery, but 
by 9 pm he was even more hyperactive than 
usual, leaping onto a lounge with such force that 
it moved half a metre, allowing me a 
nanosecond (Toby was certainly speeding up 
my reactions) to remove my mug of tea from a 
small table in its path.  In the course of the pre-
surgery examination, the vet found an infection 
in both Toby’s ears, and instructed me to put 8 
drops of antibiotic in each ear, twice daily, for a 
week.  I think it would be easier to get a cat to 
swallow a pill! 
Reading back over these columns, I feel a need 
to dispel the impression I may have 
unintentionally given that Toby’s behaviour is 
always, or even predominantly, deserving of 
censure.   
In reality, he causes more joy than irritation.  
It’s just that mischief makes better reading than 
merit.  As believed by many a journalist, why 
let facts get in the way of a good story?  
However, to redress the balance – and relieve 
my conscience – just a little, I must tell you of a 
time I was watering plants in the garden.   
For reasons which should be obvious to regular 
readers, Toby was not allowed outside his 
garden enclosure during this activity, but by 
now I risked allowing him the freedom of the 
house, too, while I worked outside.   
Suddenly a movement of a blind caught my eye.  
On closer inspection I found that Toby was 
standing on a lounge, holding down with a paw 
one slat of the wooden blind to enable him to 
watch me as I watered.   
The warmth of parenthood flooded over me. 

Tony Barnett 
 

Toby  
and me  

New arrivals by Ole Nielsen 
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The quilt was won by Rachel 
Smith of Randwick who is 
really pleased with her quilt, 
the winning ticket number 
was 628196. 

Our President Gwen Nelson, had her own 
success with a first and second in the 
embroidery section.  
Libby Nelson was a winner again, also with 
embroidery.  
This teenager is really talented , she achieved 
the Champion ribbon  at Nowra. 

 
Win Palmer (publicity) 

the local 
community to 
visit our 
campus and 
enjoy the 
scheduled 
activities 
which include:  
Chapel Service at 10.30 am, climbing, 
canoeing, hiking and tours of the campus at 
11.00 am-12.30 pm.  
Picnic lunch (BYO) to the accompaniment of 
our boy’s musical talent and the annual 
Glengarry Cup and Glengarry Pursuit held in 
the afternoon.  
We would love to see some of our local 
community members join in the day’s events. 
Please keep your eye out for advertisements in 
this publication. 
The Anzac Day ceremony this year falls during 
the second week of Term 2 which means some 
of our boys will be attending the local 
ceremony and we will be able to offer the 
services of some of our pipers and drummers to 
participate in the service.  
We look forward to seeing you around the 
township, and whether it’s at a restaurant, on 
the tennis courts or walking down the street, 
please stop and say hello to the boys and make 
them feel a part of this wonderful 
community.        

                         Grahame Allen 
Director of Glengarry      

Country Womens Association 
Kangaroo Valley Branch 

Our first intake of Scots boys have 
arrived for 2010 and they are presently 
learning the drills, skills and tasks for 
life in the valley.  
Some of these boys are locals, like Max 
Champion, who has only had to move next 
door to join us at Glengarry.  
For many of the others being at Glengarry is 
their first boarding experience and their first 
long stay away from home.  
But Glengarry is quite an adventure and we 
engage the boys in lots of fun activities to keep 
their minds occupied.  
By the time the boy’s parents arrive later in 
February for their first visit, they are truly 
looking forward to connecting with each other 
again. 

This year we are looking to find opportunities 
to engage the boys more in the local 
community. We have always run Community 
Service activities with the boys where they help 
out at the local Primary School, visit 
somebody’s home to do some chores around 
their property, or get involved in some 
environmental project in the local area.  
This year we have called this part of the 
program Service Learning and as the name 
implies, is all about giving opportunities for the 
boys to learn how to serve.  
There is no greater reward in life to know that 
you can help others and your community, that 
life is not all about us, and that we learn to 
make our world a better place in the best way 
that we can by how we serve. 
Our Open Day this year will be held on 
Sunday 28 March and we would like to invite 

Glengarry: A Scots part of the Valley community  

The Branch had a very successful Show. 
Almost everything on the stall was sold.  
Thank you all so much for your support. 
The raffle raised more than $600 for the late 
Professor Chris O'Brien's RPA Life House 
Charity.  
 
Thank you to everyone for supporting this.  
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Here are some extracts of essays written 
in past years by the Primary 
schoolchildren of Kangaroo Valley, on 
the theme of the war effort on the home 
front in WW2 and the ANZAC spirit 
forged at Gallipoli. 
 

“In WW11, men, women and children served in 
many ways to support the war effort, and all 
Australians, including indigenous Australians 
made sacrifices for the war. There was a high 
demand for food, clothing, fuel and other 
products and much produce was sent overseas 
so rationing was introduced at home. Everyone 
had a ration book for clothing and many 
essential food items.”   
 

“Australian women had to take over jobs that 
men used to do in industry and agriculture and 
if it wasn’t for women, who had always been the 
homemakers, many industries would have 
crashed.”  
 

“School children learnt to knit and collected 
items for re-cycling. All people did their best to 

try to help the war effort and we should all be 
proud of what they did”. 
 

“Courage, bravery and mateship are some 
examples of the Australian spirit that the 
Anzacs helped form. They worked together and 
helped each other, like Simpson and his donkey 
who went on after he had been shot. 
Australians didn’t want to lose so they never 
gave up even though the food and water was 
bad and the conditions dreadful.” 
 

“They landed on the wrong beach and 
continued for eight months with determination 
and great loss of brave soldiers.  For protection 
they had to dig trenches and that id why they 
were called diggers. They showed courage, 
determination and mateship which is the true 
ANZAC SPIRIT.”  
 

“We should remember them on 25th April and 
be grateful for what they did to keep us save 
and we should work towards world peace not 
more wars.” 
 

ANZAC Day will be celebrated on 
Sunday 25th April this year. 

Lest we forget! Children’s views on ANZAC Day 

 

Once again the Committee is asking the 
Primary school children to write short essays 
and produce posters depicting the Anzac Spirit 
in various theatres of WW1 and WW11. 
This year there will be the same subject matter 
for Years 3-6 inclusive and students will be 
able to choose from four different fields of 
action. As always the emphasis will be to show 
the ANZAC spirit of courage, determination 
and mateship.  
Another innovation will be the colouring 
competition for Kindergarten pupils. The 
subject is ‘Stokers submarine the AE2.’ His 
amazing achievement of breaching the 
Dardanelles was on the same day as the landing 
at Gallipoli. 
Entries will be collected from the school by the 
end of first term, judged by selected Valley 
residents and the winners awarded their prizes 
at the Family Day after the ANZAC March 
All details for this will be in the April edition 
of the ‘Voice.’ 

Joan Bray    
 

K.V. Primary School— on song in 2009 
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– Note to Self: Stuff to 
buy when I get home 
this Summer… 
 

Note to Self: Stuff to 
buy when I get home 
this (northern) 
Summer… 
 

Vegemite: 
Of course. Laura is an acolyte devoted in the 
adoration of the little jar. Isobel and Molly 
sucked it from my finger the week they were 
born. That is incredibly cool, except that they 
plunder my supply! The Scarisbricks of 
Youngstown, NY, need Vegemite. 
 

There is an urban legend from 2006 (‘The Sun 
Herald’ ran the original story, I believe) stating 
that Vegemite was banned from the US.  
That is not the case. What is the case, however, 
is that you can only buy it over here in terribly 
expensive tiny jars. 
 

We’ll bring some 400 ml jars back. I’m 
thinking eight. Mum reckons eleven. 
 

Cherry Ripes: 
I need to make a confession: On my last trip 
back home (to see my dying Grandma who, 
twenty-two months later, is still kicking…) I, 
uh, only got three bars. Idiot. Idiot. Idiot.  
I remember pushing the trolley down the 
confectionary aisle in Nowra. I had already 
blown a bunch of cash on “stuff I gotta bring 
home” and I baulked at spending another 
twenty five bucks for a conservative supply of 
Cherry Ripes. In retrospect, I should have laid 
down a cool fifty. 
 

You might think I’m exaggerating here. “It’s 
just a Cherry Ripe”, you say. Alright, then. 
How about you strap your bum to a chair ten 
thousand miles from home and wait for your 
memory to assail you with memories of that 
rich, old gold chocolate, the sweet moist 
coconut, and the cherries for, say, for eighteen 
months? You’ll be beating yourself up too, 

My homing thoughts calling yourself an ‘idiot’ before an esteemed 
international audience. 
Good steel wool: 
You don’t miss it until you can’t get a hold of 
it. It’s like oxygen. The steel wool over here 
really isn’t that good. Way too fine; it rusts and 
disintegrates in your hands. I hate American 
steel wool. It is the Achilles heel of the 
American culinary industry. No one but me 
knows this, but if someone with enough clout 
hit ‘em there the whole industry would 
collapse. Next time you see an American, go 
and laugh in their face. Taunt them about their 
lousy balls of steel wool. Ideally you’d have 
some awful, rusty American steel wool balls to 
throw at them, but you’re probably too smart to 
let them in your possession, right? 
 

Several cricket balls: 
Speaking of balls, I want a few to hit around to 
park. That said, I’m actually a bit of a wuss 
when it comes to using a real leather cricket 
ball. Like most of us, I suspect, I’m generally 
happier with a tennis ball than a bullet made of 
cherry-red lacquered leather. 
 

No – I really want that cherry-red leather bullet 
so I can replace the gear-shift knob on my car. 
The idea developed (or is that degenerated? 
devolved?) from seeing a bloke’s with a beer-
pull handle for a gear-stick. Somehow the idea 
of boring a hole into a nice, shiny red 
kookaburra and slapping it on the gear stick just 
tickles me. I searched online for a ball, but it’d 
need to be shipped from Australia, or India, 
Pakistan, or England. I’ll just buy one at home. 
 

It will be fun to sit there in traffic, my hand 
resting on the cherry-red, right fore-finger 
stretched along the stitching, just sensing the 
power of my V6 engine, ready to power out of 
the light. I’ll still bowl like crap, of course, but 
I think my average speed on the daily commute 
will increase. 
 

One thing is for sure: I’m not going to salt one 
up and try eating it for lunch. 
 

Now that I’m thinking about it, perhaps I could 
make-off with a Toohey’s Old beer-pull handle. 
I’d still look like a bit of a lout, but no one over 
here would get it, which would be part of the 

appeal. That’s 
part of the 
cricket ball’s 
appeal, of 
course. No one 
will get it, 
apart from a 
few mates, my 
wife, and the 
occasional 
Yank who 
knows 
something 
about cricket. 
 

Blundstones: 
Is there 
anywhere in 
the Valley that 
sells these at non-boutique prices? Blundstone 
sold a model in the early nineties: soft leather 
lace-up boot, padded cream-coloured collar high 
around the ankle. Dark brown upper. Brilliant. 
Best shoes I’ve ever had. If I’d known they were 
going out of production, and if I had the cash at 
the time (there’s two big ‘ifs’!), I’d have quite 
literally bought two dozen pairs, and shared 
none of them. 
 

Alas, I didn’t know. I sent a message to 
Blundstone’s corporate office recently, pleading 
for the return of this monstrously cool boot. 
 

They have not yet replied. 
 

Akubra: 
Guess who’s dragging his bum up to Kempsey? 
I’ve had two (Akubras, that is.) Lost ‘em both. 
Perhaps they were stolen. Either way, I’ve been 
Akubra-less for years, and that needs to be 
remedied. I used to buy mine from Gowings in 
Sydney, but I read that they closed their doors a 
few years back. Bit of a shame, that. I remember 
getting a five-buck haircut there in the early 
nineties. That’s one thing I won’t get on this 
trip. 
 

Australian Ice Hockey Jersey: 
My gut tells me that I might have to succumb 
and get this one online. Not much of a presence 

(Continued on page 33) 

Isobel gets acquainted with 
Vegemite 
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Kangaroo Valley Bush Retreat is the ideal location  

for Weddings, Conferences & Group bookings 
55 Radiata Road, Kangaroo Valley 

NSW, 2577 02 4465 1472 
www.kangaroovalleybushretreat.com.au 

The Tea Ceremony in Japan has a long 
and colourful history being introduced 
into that country from China in the C8th 
by the Buddhist monk, Eisai.  
Originally tea was drunk by the nobility, 
priests and high ranking officials for 
religious and health reasons but by the 
C16th was more universally enjoyed. 
The cultural activity of this ceremony, where the 
powdered unfermented green tea –‘matcha’ is 
blended with hot water, whisked to a creamy 

foamy blend and 
served by gestures 
and ritual to 
assembled guests is 
called ‘chanoyu’. 
Senno Rikyu 
introduced the 
philosophical concept 
which enshrined 
Harmony, Respect, 
Purity and Tranquility 
as the principles of the 
Tea Ceremony. 
A small intimate 
gathering where a 
confection is served 
with thin tea is a 
‘Chakai’.  

On the Sunday after the 
Show, Hiroko Sugiyama 
performed a Chakai for a 
small group at ‘Cloud 
Song’.   
It was indeed a 
delightful experience.  
Hiroka is a renowned 
master chef from Seattle 
and an exponent of 
Japanese Art and 
Culture. She and her 
talented daughter, 
Ayumi, were guests of 
Courtney Clark for the 
weekend. 
We were all a little 
nervous and needed to 
concentrate to 

understand and 
participate in the 
rituals and prescribed 
motions, but the 
infinite patience of 
Hiroko soon had us at 
ease.  
After watching the 
master at work, Jan 
McGregor volunteered 
to learn and perform 

Art of Japan 

the ceremony: we were all impressed with her 
newly acquired skill.  
Thank you to David and Eileen, who are taking 
care of ‘Cloud Song’ while Eleanor Lyons is 
on holidays.  
They ensured the venue was beautiful and 
restful and Eileen assisted Hiroko with serving 
tea to the guests.  
Our grateful thanks to Courtney for arranging 
this lovely morning and to Hiroko, we all say, 
‘thank you so much and please come again’. 

Joan Bray       
Hiroka Sugiyama 

From left; Rebecca Riddington, Elizabeth Aitken and Jan McGregor 
absorb the finer points of Japanese tea-making from Hiroka Sugiyama 

June Luscombe enjoys 
a new experience 
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Pure Hair and Beauty  
81 Queen Street 

Berry  4464 1110 
Www.purehealth.com.au            

 

Wholistic Health and Beauty 
31 Bridge Road 

Nowra  4421 2488 
Www.purehealth.com.au            

NEW: Warm Bamboo Massage 
 

Be one of the first to experience the latest in 
pure relaxation now available at the Wholistic 
Centre and Pure Hair and Beauty. Using 
Heated bamboo and warmed oil we are able to 
work deeper on the body relieving tension, 
stress and fatigued muscles. 
 
Your daily stresses will melt away and your 
body will be relaxed and rejuvenated. 

 Introductory specials:  
60 Min Full body $70 (save $20) 

120 Min Full body (including Facial) $110 (save $20)     

The ladies of the Church of the Good 
Shepherd Care and Share Group, plus 
several from our valley community and 
beyond, were thrilled to receive the news 
recently that our knitted wraps had been 
delivered safely to Catherine Hamlin 
personally (for the Fistula Hospital). 
Our new link missionaries, Lynn and Roger 
Kay, who left in January for Addis Ababa, 
to minister at St. Matthew’s Anglican 
church there, were able to have the wraps 
freighted with their belongings.  
They then gave them directly to Catherine, who 
worships at St. Matthew’s. 
We received a truly generous donation from a 
former valley resident and generous others, 
towards the freight of the wraps, which is 
enormously expensive as Ethiopia is a land 
locked country so everything has to be air 
freighted in.  
The money raised was forwarded to the Church 
Missionary Society who arranged the shipment. 
Dr. Catherine Hamlin at 86 is still operating at  

the Fistula Hospital she and her late husband 
began 50 years ago.  
Many thousands of operations over the years 
have healed poor young girls and young women 
of the fistulas which develop after being in 
labour over many days and finally giving birth 
to a dead baby.  
The constant leaking of urine and faeces from 
the fistulas cause them to be ostracized by 
family and community – they have absolutely 
nothing. 
Those who are fortunate to be healed after 
surgery and recovery are given a special wrap 
to take with them – a wrap made with love by 
ladies who want to share the love of Our Lord 
with them. 
We hope to be able to forward a few more 
wraps later this year.  
T”big card” with the wraps had photos and 
signatures of most of the ladies who made these 
beautiful gifts. 
Would you like to know more or join us? 
Care and Share, Thursdays from 1.00 p.m. 
in the Church Hall, Chris Short 4465 2022. 

Valley produces love wraps for Addis Ababa—Ethiopia 

 

The photo shows Lynn and Roger Kay with Dr. 
Catherine Hamlin (right) with the wraps and 

the big card that accompanied the wraps.  

Lifeline offers opportunities to help those in trouble 
Member for South Coast Shelley Hancock 
has joined with Mr John Brogden, Patron of 
Lifeline NSW to congratulate the work done 
by Lifeline South Coast and encourage 
residents to consider becoming a volunteer 
telephone counsellor. 
Mrs Hancock welcomed Mr Brogden to the 
South Coast and acknowledged his work in 
highlighting the service provided by Lifeline 
NSW and their work with people in crisis. 
“Lifeline South Coast provides an invaluable 
service to our local community.”  

“The Lifeline hotline receives calls from people 
of all walks of life about many issues including 
relationships, loneliness, life decisions, grief, 
addiction, abuse, stress and depression,” Mrs 
Hancock said. 
“Lifeline’s 24 hour telephone counselling 
service responds to 12,000 Illawarra and South 
Coast calls a year and covers the coast area 
from Helensburgh to the Victorian border.  
Lifeline’s 24 hour telephone counselling 
service number is 13 11 14. 
 

“We are encouraging South Coast and 
Illawarra residents to help others in their 
community and train to become a volunteer 
counsellor. “I acknowledge the consistent hard 
work of Grahame Gould, Lifeline South 
Coast’s Executive Director and his team.  They 
provide our community an invaluable service, 
and I offer them my sincere appreciation.” 
Please call 02 4228 1311 between 9 am and 3 
pm for an information pack.  Alternatively, 
the information pack and application form 
can be downloaded from the volunteer with 
us page of the website 
www.lifelinesouthcoast.org.au. 
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Mr Kevin Powell was presented, in absentia, 
with a thank you award for over twenty years 
of generous gate keeping service.  
Kevin was unable to take up his usual post this 
year, but was honoured on Saturday for his 
many years of cheery contribution to the all 
important gate keeping team, ably led by Mr 
Chris Meade – the “friendly welcoming 
committee” of our very friendly show! 
 

Our President, Mr Dave Kent, seemed greatly 
surprised when he himself was presented with 
an award by Mrs Judith Green, the Group 5 
president.  
Dave has given so much of his time and many 
talents, not only our to organize our own Show, 
but to the show society at large, both to the  
“Group 5” South Coast and Southern 
Tablelands Show Society and the Royal Easter 
Show.  
On Saturday Dave was made a life member of 
Kangaroo Valley Show Society, recognising 
his tireless efforts.  
Dave is especially dedicated to encouraging 
and assisting young people to become involved 
in showing cattle.  
His “show team” visit 13 shows in the region 
each year as well as the Royal Easter Show. 
Congratulations and thank you Dave, for all 
your hard work! 
 

60 years of service…..Mr John Walker 
honored! 
It was with great excitement and pride that the 
six Walker children and their families watched 
their wonderful and very deserving dad, Mr 
John Walker, accompanied by his lovely wife 
Shirley, receive recognition for no less than 60 
years of service on the Kangaroo Valley Show 
Committee.  
 

John began his life time of Show involvement 
at 18 years of age when he began showing rye 
grass and vegetables and joined the committee. 
Over the years John has worked tirelessly for 
the Show, including two stints as president. 
Although he had retired from the committee 

this year John still turned up on his tractor on at 
least one occasion to help set up for the Show!  
 

To honour John and his lifetime association 
with the Show, the current Show committee 
voted unanimously to name the Show pavilion 
the John Walker Pavilion. You may have 
noticed a little curtain fluttering above the front 
portico of the pavilion, covering the secretly 
erected new sign, but luckily John was 
completely unaware of the exciting plan afoot 
until the sign was unveiled! 
 

It was a great privilege indeed to watch John 
receive this recognition in his, as always, 
humble and unassuming manner…he is such an 

example to his community of selfless and cheerful 
giving! 
 

With a new lick of paint expected this year the 
pavilion looks very grand with its beautiful new sign 
…thank you, John, for helping make our Show what it 
is today! 
 
 

Local, regional, international!!  
The Valley Show attracts first class 

competition! 
 

The local dairy 
cattle were looking 
magnificent and 
performed very 
well in competition 
– they are 
beautifully 
prepared animals 
that exemplify the 
fine farming 
practices of our 
Kangaroo Valley 
farmers.   
 

School show teams 
from the region 
were well 
represented .Its 
great to see young 
people showing off 
the skills much 
needed in our 
agricultural 
industry with such 
enthusiasm and 
energy. 
 

As always the 
Pavilion was a great 
treat to explore with 
many excellent 

exhibits across a wide range of produce, cooking and 
handicraft. The Northern and Southern district 
displays were very creative and no doubt represented 
hours of work in their assembly!  

Congratulations to 
all involved, 
especially chief 
stewards, Lee 
Sleighter and Sue 
Meade. 
 

The Championship 
Dog Show was an 
outstanding success 
this year. Entries 
were up from the 
usual 300 to 581!! 
Entrants came from 
far and wide.. even 
overseas. 
 

Featured below is 
Paddy the Peke, 
(correctly titled 
Lapasada Irish 
Rover) who arrived 
from New Zealand 
last November to 
contest the Best of 

Highlights and memo

The Southside produce display 

Good makes good! Geoff Good wins  
Senior Champion Female. 

Local and regional young cattle exhibitors 
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ories of the 125th Show 

Breed Australian title. The Kangaroo Valley Show 
was one of a round of competitions Paddy must 
attend and fortunately he was successful in securing a 
first place at our show. He is now  more than half way 
to achieving his Australian title. When I met Paddy he 
was calmly awaiting his moment of glory – perched 
on a cooling ice pack, being lovingly groomed by his 
carer, Lyn Houghton. Paddy is still classed as a puppy 
but is already an experienced international star! 
Local and regional competitors in the horse arena 
enjoyed great conditions and put on a marvelous 
show!  
Local rider Katie Aldred on her very much loved 
horse, Rusty, (photograph bottom page 24) , 
competed in the Open 6 Bar and the Sporting Event. 
Rusty is an ex show jumper who had had a difficult 
past. Katie has dedicated herself to rehabilitating this 
beautiful horse over the last two years.  
Katie is an experienced horsewoman who has worked 

with many 
 horses but Rusty has well and truly won her heart ! 
She is very excited about their future together as 
Rusty continues to respond to her loving care! 
 

….and the winners were “Northside” 

Paddy the Peke -an international competitor! 

: Katie and Rusty.. definitely a love affair! 

The magnificnent “ Manildra Lodge Rose” from Sanctuary Point! 

One of the great spectacles of the Show are 
the magnificent heavy horses. From 
Sanctuary Point Amanda Taylor brought the 
beautiful grey Clydesdale “ Manildra Lodge 
Rose” to compete in the “Led Mare” which 
she won, and the hotly contested “Best 
Presented Heavy Horse”. Amada had wanted 
a “pony club” style horse as a young girl and 
was rather taken aback when her dad came 
home with an 8 month old Clydesdale! 
However 15 years later Amanda is still 
showing heavy horses and very obviously 
loving it!! 
 

Food glorious food ! 
What a feast was to be had! The Lions club 
worked all weekend to keep up a great supply 
of tasty sausage and steak  sandwiches – the 
great show staples we all appreciate! 
It was fantastic to have the hard working staff 
of Jing Jo Thai making available to us a 
delicious array of Thai fare this year which 
many of us enjoyed 
High praise and many thanks must go to the 
very talented and dedicated Caroline Burton 
and her vast army of wonderful helpers for the 
beautiful refreshments and lovely lunches 
prepared and served in the hall last weekend. 
The formal luncheon on Saturday attracted 
many compliments from the diners. It was a 
first class affair which would not be possible 
without Caroline’s huge efforts!   
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  Kangaroo Valley  
      vet clinic    

“Here for your best friend” 

(p) 4464 1899 

 
  Clinic Hours: Tues, Wed, Thurs 

                       2-4pm 
Consultation by appointment 

Moss Vale Road (near Dr Bob and Dan the pharmacist) 

 
   Dr Geoff Manning BVSc 
   Dr Anthony Bennett BVSc Hons 
 

    Reliable after hours service 
 

Puppy pre-school 
 
              

  Bathing and grooming, summer clips      
                                                                and style cuts now available.   
 

  Ethical, competitive pricing.            
     
  Cattle, horses, cats and dogs treated  
 
  Free pick-up and delivery from Berry 

The Winners of the Competition  run by 
the Pioneer Museum Park in which you 
were asked to name all the animals 
Sheila Young had painted in the 

The Junior Show Girl  
contest at the  

KV Show 
This year there were five lovely entrants 
in the Miss Junior Show Girl Contest. 
During the two days they were busy 
helping to award ribbons, riding on the 
float for the Grand Parade and assisting at 
the Farmyard. 
A well deserved thankyou for these enthusiastic 
young ambassadors for the ‘Friendly’ Show. 
The judging was made difficult as the standard 
was very high and all girls have contributed in 
their own special way to their school and 
community.  
In case you missed the award ceremony on 
Friday evening here is something about the 
entrants.  
Haley Hindman just loves every aspect of the 
Show and is a regular competitor in the various 
sections displayed in the Pavilion. 
She recommends the Ring and Sideshow 
entertainments, the Grand Parade, the pet show, 
the multicoloured liquorice and the amazing 
‘slushies’.  
Haley suggests that some Novelty events or 
maybe an obstacle course for the youngest 
children could be include in the Show 
programme. 
Candice Mc Gregor is always keen to be part of 
the Showtime activities and this year helped her 
family to organize the Farmyard. She likes to 
compete in the cooking and art sections, loves 

(Continued on page 39) 

And the winners of the competition are!!! 
Kangaroo on display by our tent were:
-  Oliver and Charlie Rodden,  Savannah 
Still,   Lily Stirling   all of Kangaroo Valley 
and Jarrod Atkin of North Nowra 

All lined up and ready to go in the “naming” competition devised by Pioneer Museum Park 
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Kangaroo Valley 
 

Garden Group 

We specialise in all aspects of the pest control industry, including termites, soil treatments, general pests, building & pest inspections. 
 

We are certified for all physical barriers including granite guard, trithor, plasmite and many more. 
 

It's not the cost of the service, it's the quality of the service. 

EST 1890 

 

Werai Nursery, near Exeter, has only 
recently opened and the Garden Group 
was keen to ‘taste’ its wares.   
So for our first excursion in 2010 we drove 
up the hill to have a special guided tour of 
the home garden. 
Tas Smethurst met us in their Tea House and 
first presented a slide show revealing the 
different stages in their development.   
The property is on 60 acres and actually covers 
the area once allocated as a village, complete 
with roads and house blocks, from nearly 200 
years ago before the railway line was relocated.  
We then had a quick look at the nursery (soon 

to be enlarged) and on to the ‘home garden’ 
where they have planned and initiated many 
garden features such as a 
vegetable plot, camellia 
garden, rose walk and silver 
birch avenue, although the 
home is still to come.   
It was pleasant wandering 
around this ambitious 
project and we look forward 
to returning in a few years 
and in spring when all the 
bulbs will be blooming. 
Following this we all ate a 

delicious and 
reasonably priced 
lunch back in the 
Tea House. 
One of the 
interesting aspects 
of this new 
development is 
that they have, 
twice a month, a 
Garden School.   

Trailblazers again at Werai Nursery 

Inside for the slideshow 

Outside for a variety of garden views 

The courses are all for just one day (the 1st and 
3rd Tuesdays) and cover such diverse gardening 
themes as organic vegetable gardening; bonsai; 
plant propagation; fruit trees –choices, growing 
and maintenance; designing with Australian 
natives; medicine, perfume and food – growing 
herbs.   
The full range of courses and details about the 
nursery can be found at www.werai.com.au or 
by calling Tas, Mandy or Paul on 4236 4664. 

Lee Sharam 
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Check it out on www.augetaway.com.au 
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the fruit juices and ice blocks for the kids on 
ANZAC day to name a few.   
Last year’s Melbourne Cup Day was a huge 
success for the hard working organisers and we 
played a small part by donating goods and 
services on the day.   
Sometimes our contributions are not very big 
but we try to help as much as we can and as 
often as we can.  
 

In November last year we successfully applied 
for a Government Grant to upgrade the 
facilities with energy saving projects which 
would help the environment and reduce our 
carbon emissions.  
The first stage of the project was completed in 
December last year when we coated the roof 
with a sun/heat reflecting paint to help reduce 
the temperatures inside the club and in turn 
reduce our energy usage.   
The next stage will be the installation of LED 
low voltage lighting and this should be 
completed by the end of March 2010. 
 

February has seen the start of the silly season 
(Pennants☺ as it’s affectionately known 
amongst the non-bowlers of the community) 
and the Valley boys have started off the season 
with a 6-0 win over Bomaderry and we wish 
them well on their path to glory.   
If they are playing at home, I’m sure they 
would appreciate a bit of local support from the 
sidelines.    
The green and surrounds have been 
immaculately maintained by Mark (Boney) 
Bone over the past few years and it is a real 
pleasure to sit out on the veranda enjoying a 
cold beer, magnificent views 
and listen to people 
compliment the club on how 
clean it is, inside and out. 
 

Another very important part 
of the Club’s success has 
been the contribution of the 
volunteers who give up their 
time to run most of the 
events mentioned above in 
the club.   
Ron, Ken, Lance, Harold, 
Jingles and others are 

Bush walk on horseback 
through the rainforest 

& mountains of 
Kangaroo Valley 

Web site www.kangaroovalleyhorseriding.com 

The Man from Kangaroo Valley Trail Ride 

High country mountain ride 
Tel:  (02) 4465 1912 
24 Hillcrest View Lane 
Barrengarry 
NSW 2577 

Time flies when you’re having fun.   
It’s been more than two years since the 
amalgamation between the Kangaroo 
Valley Bowling Club and the Nowra 
Bowling Club and I thought it was time to 
give the residents of the Valley a brief 
update about how their Club is going and 
what has been achieved in the two years.  
 

Since the refurbishment and reopening, the Club 
has gone from strength to strength and nothing 
reinforces this point like the bottom line on a 
Profit & Loss report.    
This year I am happy to say that we may see the 
Club break even or show a small profit for the 
first time and this is only possible because of the 
continuing support from the locals and visitors 
of the Valley.  
 

In the past couple of years, we have tried several 
promotions to give people a reason to come to 
the Club, some have worked and some have not.   
The introduction of a free poker competition on 
Wednesday nights after the Meat Raffle and 
Badge Draw has proven popular with locals and 
visitors alike.   
Along with the locals, we regularly see players 
coming over the mountain from Nowra to enjoy 
the fun atmosphere and fantastic food provided 
by HJ and Jenny in the Club Restaurant. 
 

Another very popular service available to 
members and guests using the Club is our 
courtesy bus.   
The bus can be seen on raffle nights zipping 
around town picking up locals and visitors who 
may not otherwise have been able to get to the 
Club without this service or those who wish to 
enjoy an ale or two with their meal and get 
home safely, without the risk of being pulled 
over by the local establishment and booked for 
drinking and driving. 
 

The Club has tried to support local events and 
sporting clubs with donations of financial 
contributions or the use of the club premises and 
services free of charge for meetings and 
functions.   
We are sponsors of the Men’s Hockey, the 
Bowlo Cup and this year we will be supplying 

Nowra Bowling and Kangaroo Valley Bowling Clubs—special report 
always helping out with raffles, driving the bus 
or helping out with some general duties.   
However, we are in desperate need of more 
volunteers to reduce their work load and to 
help out when they are away.   
If you think you have a few hours a month to 
spare, we would greatly appreciate your help.  
You can contact me directly at the Nowra Club 
(44212100) or leave your name and contact 
details with any of the friendly staff at the 
Valley and I will get back to you as soon as 
possible.  
 

What does the future look like?  Well at this 
stage the Directors are confident that the Valley 
Club will be a part of the community for some 
time to come if the community support 
continues and the Government doesn’t tax or 
legislate us out of business.   
The last two years have been the toughest ever 
seen in the industry and many small Clubs have 
not survived.  
 The Directors and staff are committed to not 
allowing that to happen at either Club.  

In closing, I would like to remind everyone that 
membership renewals are due before the end of 
March and if you’re not a member and you are 
over 18years of age, it’s never too late to join 
and support your Club.   I wish everyone the 
very best and if you have any questions about 
your Club, please do not hesitate to contact me 
at Nowra or come have a chat at the Valley.  
Respectfully yours 

Nowra and Kangaroo Valley Bowling Clubs 
Stuart Christison 

Secretary Manager 
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...the leading agent in Kangaroo Valley 
Ph:  0244 65 1404   168 Main Road  Kangaroo Valley  NSW  2577           www.kvre.com.au 

  

Life in real estate has been busier than it has 
been for years over the past month - I seem 
to be running a marathon each 
day!.    Inspections have been many, and 
there has been a real rush of new listings 
coming onto the market, which will rev up the 
market even more.   The fact that people are 
now considering selling shows there is real 
confidence in the market.  We are very 
excited at having the opportunity of offering 
the blocks at "The Cedars" -  some of the 
most beautiful blocks in the Valley, and priced 
very competitively.   An offer and acceptance 
on a block within 2 weeks of listing is an 
indication they won't last long!   The other 
news of course is the birth of beautiful little 
Ella to Rose & Adam - of course my unbiased 
opinion is she is the most beautiful baby in 
the world apart from my own!  Mum, Dad, and 
Ella are doing beautifully - a 
more besotted set of parents I 
have never seen. 

This 20 acre property is a beautiful 
combination of escarpment, rainforest, cleared 
sunny glens, and the most amazing views . 
"The Shed" has been converted into a stylish 
converted warehouse type weekender.   It 
consists of an open plan living area with glass 
doors onto the deck, 3 bedrooms and 
bathroom.                   

Lindy Ross 
With 20 years experience  
of successfully marketing  
properties in Kangaroo  
Valley, Lindy’s reputation  
speaks for itself.   
Having local knowledge 
far surpassing any other 
agent,and consistently 
selling the majority of real estate in the area, 
she has now become the specialist in 
marketing properties over the million dollar 
mark in Kangaroo Valley.    
Lindy’s wealth of experience ensures that 
Vendors receive the very best of advice in 
relation to the marketing campaign best 
suited to achieving the optimum price for 
their property.  Not all marketing campaigns 
suit all properties, and we would be happy to 
advise the positives and negatives of each of 
them. 

 

Congratulations Adam and Rose 
on the birth of Ella Jean Darby. 

Introducing “The Cedars” - considered by many to be the most beautiful part of the valley.  We are thrilled to be offering 5 
lots within this majestic location, all of which will exceed your every expectation.  There are amazing views, rainforest 
backdrops and all the privacy that this hidden valley offers.  Contact us for further details - blocks of such a high calibre are 
unlikely to remain on the market for long. 

Back to nature!   
Imagine … 100 acres of native forest 
abounding in Australian native flora, fauna and 
walking trails, views across the river gorge, an 
orchard and dam …....  Expansive 3 bedroom, 
2 full bathrooms and a spacious Tasmanian 
Oak kitchen designed for entertaining. 
Expressions of Interest 

“Piralillia” stands proudly on a hillside 
overlooking magnificent views across 
Kangaroo Valley to glorious escarpments 
beyond. With a substantial home surrounded 
by quality pasture, excellent access, and only 
minutes from Kangaroo valley village it offers 
an enviable country lifestyle. 
Expressions of Interest 
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For Valley Voice  
advertising  

please phone  
44 651 621 

We welcome 
contributions  

from our readers. 
on all manner of subjects 

to  
 

thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au 
 

30 years Electrical experience 

The BOWLO, once again, is offering 
great FREE entertainment on Saturday 
27th March from 7 until 11pm  with 
country / rock performer DARCY  LE  
YEAR.  
This man will wow you with his guitar and 
vocals so come and dine, wine and dance 
the night away.  
Book the free courtesy bus - it doesn’t get much 
better than that! 
The Bowlo sponsored this year’s BOWLO CUP 
– team swimming events and fun at the local 
community pool at the showground.  
Organised by Alison Baker and friends this 
event is attracting lots of swimmers young and 
not so young – about 100 of them! 
 

Bare-foot  lawn bowls is still a happening thing 
so join us on the green each weekend with your 

In which nothing is 
what it seems…. 

 

Last month we touched very briefly on 
the great firewall of China and corporate 
governance.  
There is much in Australia we take for 
granted and our freedom to research and 
find out what different people are talking 
about is one of them.  
A discussion about Internet censorship is 
topical, as this week Rudd pushes ahead with 
plans to install an Australian wide mandatory 
internet filter which has been widely criticised 
as poorly designed and likely to leave parents 
with a false sense of security. 
What is the Great Firewall of China?  
The Great Firewall of China is also known as 
the Golden Shield project.  
No matter how whimsical the name this is a 
censorship and surveillance project operated by 
the Ministry of Public Security.  
A major part of the project is to block certain 
websites so a person in PRC (People’s Republic 
of China) in front of their computer cannot view 
them.  
What is fascinating is the sort of websites that 
are blocked from viewing.  
The blocking of a website may change in 
response to current events showing that Internet 
traffic is actively monitored by officials.  
For example Itunes was blocked during the 
2008 Summer Olympics after 40 athletes 
downloaded a pro-Tibetan album.  

Computers for Wrinklies with Mr Floppy  
Wikipedia has long list of websites that are 
blocked from view.  
Ironically Wikipedia and Chinese Wikipedia 
has a long history of being blocked and many 
of the websites I used to research this article are 
not available for viewing in China.  
Amongst the many sites unavailable are 

• Amnesty International 

• Human Rights Watch 

• Falun Gong 

• New York Times 

• Wired.Com 

• Facebook 

• Youtube 
The blocked list does not apply to the special 
administrative regions of Hong Kong and 
Macau, which have their own legal systems.  
For an up to date list of blocked websites go to 
Wikipedia. 
The 2008 Summer Olympics in Beijing were 
interesting as western journalists working in 
Beijing immediately started howling about 
blocked access.  
Some sites were made available during the 
Olympics and then promptly blocked once the 
journalists left town.  
The IOC had previously negotiated that 
“sensitive” sites would be available for viewing 
during the Olympics. 
According to Wikipedia 

The apparatus of the PRC's Internet repression 
is considered more extensive and more 
advanced than in any other country in the 
world.  
The regime not only blocks website content but 
also monitors the internet access of individuals.  
Amnesty International notes that China “has 
the largest recorded number of imprisoned 
journalists and cyber-dissidents in the world.” 
It’s really food for thought as the Australian 
government pushes ahead with a policy of 
mandatory Internet filtering that has generated 
substantial opposition with little support. 
Mr Rudd has caused concern by stating that he 
would consider an online ombudsman who 
would crack down on all offensive material on 
the Internet.  
Note the use of the word offensive (not illegal).  
In an interview with Sunrise in an early 
morning television program Friday 26th Feb 
2010 he said "This is where we get into this 
really stupid debate, with what I describe as 
extreme civil libertarianism, which says any 
such move in that direction means soviet 
communism, a'la 1980," he said.  
"Look, it's not like that. People out there, mums 
and dads, they know where the balance lies." 
Actually most Mums and Dads don’t know 
about the Internet because if they did they 
would be protesting much more strongly about 
what the government proposes to do.  
So stay tuned to see what becomes of the new 
censorship legislation.  
Until next month Mr Floppy 

www.greatfirewallofchina.org  
has some interesting information  
about the Golden Shield Project 

BOWLO—Country rockings going on 
family and friends for a roll, giggle and 
refreshments.  
The greens are now back in pristine condition 
and on every second Saturday from 1pm you 
may wish to sit back and with a cool drink and 
admire the ‘men in cream’ doing battle in their 
Pennant Competition. Have Fun…. 

Lance Brown 
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 February held out a taste of things to 
come with the great rain washing the air 
and the occasional glimpse of clear dark 
skies we are used to in Kangaroo Valley.   
As we go to press the waxing Moon is 
brightening the sky but there is still much 
to hold our interest.  
The Sun can be projected nearly every day (see 
last months’ article for tips on SAFE 
VIEWING), the stately progress of ever 
changing sunspots is fascinating.  
 “Sunspots are relatively cool regions in the 
Sun’s photosphere (visible surface).  
They form where solar magnetic fields lock 
onto the Sun’s churning ionized gas and hold it 
in place long enough to cool.  

The photosphere’s average temperature is 
5,700° Kelvin (scientific temperature scale), but 

Star struck    
By Gerard Keyser 

in a sunspot’s dark centre (umbra), where the 
field is strongest, it is about 
2,000° cooler.  
If you could view a 
sunspot by itself it would 
appear blazingly bright.  
It appears dark only in 
contrast to its even brighter 
surroundings.” Courtesy of 
The Sun on website ; 
http://www.ayton.id.au/
gary/Science/Astronomy/
Ast_solar1 
 For the evening 
astronomers, Mars is 
shining very brightly in the 
north, about half way up 
the sky.  
It is unmistakable as it is 
bright orange/red, residing 
between the constellations 
Cancer and Gemini.  
You could try plotting its 
position for fun,  just use 
the bright stars around as a 
guide.    

Retrograde motion 

in Australia, the old Ice Hockey. We do have a 
national team and various leagues, but my guess 
is that most Aussies don’t care. I’ll have a look 
around the sports stores. If it’s a no-go we’ll be 
home long enough to buy one online and get it 
send to Mum and Dad’s. 
The Jersey is a strange-ish item, born out of my 
acclimatisation (weather and culture-wise…) to 
North America, but still reflects my Australian 
identity. 
I saw hockey in Australia once. It was on my 
last trip out. I was in a rowdy Goulburn pub, and 
there it was on the flat screen. I felt proud to 
‘get it’, but this pride was tempered by an 
unavoidable awareness that I knew about it only 
because I’ve spent so much time in this cold, old 
foreign place that it is no longer foreign. 

Kookaburra 

(Continued from page 20) 

My homing thoughts 

It is currently in retrograde motion and on the 
11th it will appear to stand still, resuming 
normal west to east movement thereafter.  
This phenomenon happens with all the planets 
that orbit further from the Sun than the earth 
does due to the fact the Earth catches up to 
them then passes them as they appear against 
the background stars. (see the diagram below).  
Not far from Mars you can find the beautiful 
open cluster, “the Beehive” or M44.  
This is easily a naked eye object when the sky 
is dark, and is spectacular in binoculars.  
The cluster spreads across an area three times 
the size of a Full Moon! 
 Saturn is at opposition this month, due north 
at midnight, and rising around 7 pm, so 
perfectly placed for viewing for the next five 
months.  
I have included a diagram from Quasar 
publishing of some nice apparitions of Saturn’s 
moons. (see page 46) 
Most telescopes of 70mm or larger will gain 
these views.  
I hope the reproduction is adequate.  
 

Clear Skies! Sunspot sketches 

ANJON PROFESSIONAL SERVICESANJON PROFESSIONAL SERVICES  
MINI DINGO DIGGER HIREMINI DINGO DIGGER HIRE  

MOBILE LOG SPLITTINGMOBILE LOG SPLITTING  
JOHN MCKINLEY 
KANGAROO VALLEY 
MOBILE - 0428 610 508 
A.H. - 4465 1181 
FAX - 4465 1904 

* MOBILE LOG SPLITTING 
* CHAINSAW OPERATING  
* LAWN MOWING  
* FIREWOOD SUPPLIES  
* 4 IN 1 BUCKET  
* TRENCHING  
* POST HOLE BORING  
* SOIL LEVELLING  
* POLY PIPE LAYING  
* ROTARY HOEING  
* STUMP GRINDING  
* ANGLE BLADE  
* RUBBISH REMOVAL  

DIFFICULT & CONFINED AREAS 1.1 MTR ACCESS  
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March Live entertainment 
            March 6                   David Christopher 
            March 13    Brothers of Matt 
            March 20   Nick Rhineberger 
            March 27    David Christopher 
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The stream of research showing that too 
much salt is undesirable has continued with 
a new review of 13 studies which followed 
over 170,000 for up to 19 years.  The more 
salt consumed, the greater the risk of strokes 
and heart disease. 
We’ve also had publicity given to those calling 
for salt to be forgiven because it is such a good 
way to provide iodine – one of the few nutrients 
currently lacking in the diet of many 
Australians. 
Salt is sodium chloride.  We don’t actually need 
salt as such, but we do need some sodium.  We 
don’t need to get sodium from salt because it’s 
present naturally in foods such as all types of 
seafood, meat, eggs, dairy products and some 
vegetables.  The sodium in these foods can 
meet our requirements.  Those who follow a 
vegan diet would usually need to include some 
food with added salt (bread perhaps), but most 
of us don’t need to add any salt to foods. 
In societies where salted foods are not used, 
blood pressure stays the same throughout life.  
Wherever salted foods are used, blood pressure 
rises with age. 
Even though sodium is essential in small 
quantities, it’s sodium that damages the arteries.  
Sodium causes extra fluid to be retained by the 
body and this causes the arteries to lose their 
elasticity – so-called ‘hardening of the arteries’.  
When this occurs, the heart has to work harder 
and blood pressure rises.  The World Health 
Organisation recently noted that half of all heart 
attacks and over 60 per cent of strokes are due 
to high blood pressure. 

Salty foods 
About 80 per cent of the salt we consume is 
already in the foods we buy.  Some foods taste 
obviously salty (for example soy and many 
other sauces, salted nuts and packet soups) but 
in other foods, the combination of salt and 
sugar disguises the amount of salt.  Cornflakes 
have as much salt as potato crisps, but the sugar 
in the cornflakes deceives the tastebuds so the 
flakes don’t taste salty.  Without their added 
sugar or salt, cornflakes would have very little 
taste.  Even with these additives, they are still 
fairly bland and have no flavour from the 
original corn. 
Bread contributes salt and our food authority 
recently decided to make it mandatory for 
iodised salt to be used in bread.  This occurred 
after tests in Tasmania found that using iodised 
salt in bread provided enough iodine to meet 
the needs of everyone except pregnant women 
without increasing the overall salt content of the 
diet.  Pregnant women need an iodine 
supplement.  Salt helps control the action of 
yeast in bread and also helps retain moisture.  
Unsalted bread dries out rapidly. 
Cheeses also have salt added as a necessary part 
of their manufacture and preservation.  If you 
confine your salted foods to bread and moderate 

quantities of cheese, your salt intake is likely to 
be at the high end of the recommendations for 
sodium. 
For most Australians, consumption of salted, 
processed foods and fast foods takes the sodium 
intake well over the upper limit for safety. 
Our tastebuds have become accustomed to salt 
and many people are unaware how much they 
consume. 
Marinaded meats, poultry and seafood have 
high levels of salt – and sugar.  Most sauces are 
high in salt, and packet and canned soups have 
so little of any real ingredients that they rely on 
salt for flavour.  Crackers and savoury snack 
foods are high salt items. 
Salt is also added to foods such as ice creams 
and cakes.  When asked why, manufacturers 
can’t say – only that they’ve always done it.  In 
fact, there’s no technical or taste reason for salt 
to be present in many of these foods. 

Adding flavour? 
There’s a common idea that salt brings out 
flavour, but in fact, what salt does is add 
flavour – the flavour of salt.  Once your 
tastebuds adjust to less salt, you will find 
heavily salted foods unpleasant and you will 
also appreciate fresh natural flavours. 
Studies show that cutting back gradually on salt 
allows your palate to adjust and after about 3 
months, the foods you would once have 
consumed without thought will taste too salty. 

Tips to use less salt 
• Make full use of herbs and spices (fresh and 

dried) in your cooking.  Follow the Greek 
custom of squeezing lemon juice onto foods. 
If you’re enjoying Asian style dishes, use 

Salt – how much is too much?  
by Dr Rosemary Stanton, nutritionist 

lime juice. 
• Make your own sauces using the juices from 

meat or chicken, adding wine or various 
types of mustard or vinegar. 

• In cool weather, make your own soups, using 
lots of fresh vegetables and herbs. 

• Choose unsalted products.  Check out the 
new range of lentils, chickpeas and other 
canned legumes without added salt.  You can 
also choose unsalted canned tomatoes, 
unsalted tomato paste and many other foods 
without added salt. 

• Look for low salt/low sodium products – by 
law, they must have no more than 120mg 
sodium/100g.  Salt-reduced products must 
have 25 per cent less salt than the standard 
product but this may still mean the food is 
very high in salt.  Salt-reduced soy sauce, for 
example, is still an extremely high salt 
product. 

• For a snack, choose fruit or nibble unsalted 
nuts.  Enhance the flavour by ‘toasting’ nuts 
on a dry frying pan over a gentle heat for a 
few minutes.  Cool and store in an airtight 
container. 

• Choose natural muesli or rolled oats or an 
unsalted breakfast cereal. 

• Don’t add salt to foods. ☼ 
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Firey Tales 
 by Cinderfella 

During February 2010 there were three 
callouts:  a smoke sighting around Jacks 
Corner Road; a tree across the road on 
the Cambewarra Mountain and a truck 
fire at the base of Barrengarry 
Mountain.  
The smoke sighting was termed a “good 
intent” call and no action was taken by 
our brigade.   
The tree across the road was reported to be at 
the “northern end of Moss Vale Road” so we 
went initially to the wrong end of town.   
By the time we arrived at the correct place the 
tree had been moved to allow traffic through 
and we were only required to cut off the 
protruding timbers and tidy up.   
This demonstrates the importance of giving 
precise details of the location of an incident as 
we wasted at least 30 minutes before the 
correct location was reported.   
The truck fire was simply overheated brakes 
with the fire contained to the wheel area.   
Once the brakes cooled down the truck 
continued its journey. 
The fireys helped out again this year at the 
Valley Show.   
They put up the tents on the arena for the 
officials and assisted with the running of the 
Iron Man event, providing water for the 
bathtubs and making sure that everyone got wet 

and muddy while competing and giving a few 
welcome hose downs at the completion of the 
event. 
The fire display was in three parts.   
The first demonstrated a large fuel oil fire, 
typical of a serious motor vehicle accident.  
Crews used a fog wall to enable the rescue of a 
casualty and proceeded to extinguish the fires 
with fire extinguishers. 
  
The second display attempted to recreate a 
kitchen fat fire and the dangers of using water 
to extinguish it.  
This presented some challenges in getting the 
oil hot enough in the open arena, with the wind 
actually blowing the fire out several times, 
compounded by a faulty home fire extinguisher 
that was brand new from the packet on the day.   
Perhaps with a little more work on this display 
we can try again next year for bigger and better 

The third display was a large fuel fire 
extinguished using foam guns from the truck to 
put down a foam blanket. 
A large part of our crew on the day consisted of 
some of our newest recruits in Brennan Smart, 
Callum Shillinglaw and Shane Campbell, along 
with a few more experienced members.   
As this was the very first time these guys had 
used some of the equipment they must be 
congratulated on their performance.   
Thanks to all the guys who took part. 
During a training session, we attended Derek 
Lucas’ property where he demonstrated a 
product which is both a fire suppressant and 
retardant and can be used as a firebreak by 
spraying on to threatened surfaces to inhibit 
combustion.   
Unfortunately, it rained during the 
demonstration making it difficult to come to any 
clear conclusion other than that the product may 
have slowed down the burning process when 
exposed to direct flame.   
It may be worth another test later in the year. 
Remember it’s still the fire season and permits 
are required before conducting burn-offs. 
Contact David Smart, Keith Nelson or Bill 
Chittick to arrange these.   
Please remember that these people are all 
volunteers and the more notice you can give to 
them to issue the permit the better. S 
hoalhaven Fire control must also be notified on 
4424 4424 Monday to Friday at least twenty-
four hours before burning off.   
Penalties may apply for any illegal burns.   
 
A fire larger than a “camp fire” requires a 
permit 
Some of you who saw the “fireys” 
demonstrating their skills at the Show may now 
be inspired to join the RFS, learn new skills and 
become a valuable member of the community.  
If interested call down to the station on a 
Wednesday night at 6 pm, meet some of the 
existing members and check out the trucks and 
equipment to see if it is for you.  
 

Until next time, be fire wise. 

Kangaroo Valley Men’s Hockey 
Registration Day 

 
Venue:  Kangaroo Valley Showground – 

Secretary’s Office  
Where:  Moss Vale Rd, Kangaroo Valley NSW 2577  
When: Monday 8th March 2010 between 7pm & 8pm 

Contact:  Sharon Gomez 0418 299692 or 
s.gomez@tsc.nsw.edu.au  

  Ian Szymonicek 0411 361981 
The Kangaroo Valley Hockey Club will be holding a 

registration evening on Monday, 8th March 2010 
between 7pm and 8pm for anyone wanting to play 

men’s hockey this season. 
Beginners and experienced players all welcome. 
Registration fee of $170 is payable on the day.  

Competition commences Saturday 10th April 2010. 
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Dr Bob in the Valley 
Dr Bob Sims MB, BS 

Travel Medicine Specialist and Family Physician 
Shop 3, The Strand, 162 Moss Vale Road Kangaroo Valley 2577 

NEW SURGERY HOURS: 
Monday , Tuesday and Thursday 

9-30am – 12-30pm:  1-30 pm –4-30 pm 
Closed Wednesday and Friday   

Tel: 4465 1966 

 Valley Guide to 
eating out 
Australian Bistro 

Visions at the Valley 
44 652 820 

 

Mediterranean 
Café Bella 
44 651 660 

 

Thai 
Jing Jo 

44 651 314 
 

A taste for all palates 
Jack’s Coffee House  

and Eatery 44 652 796 
Value—service and  

a good choice it’s all here in  
Kangaroo Valley.  

   PUBLIC NOTICE 
 

The National Parks and Wildlife Service (now a division of 
the Department of Environment, Climate Change and 

Water) are conducting a 1080 Fox Baiting Program in the  
Kangaroo Valley and Bugong areas for the protection  

of the Endangered Brush-tailed Rock-wallaby.  
The baiting is conducted on various private properties, NPWS estate, 

Sydney Catchment Authority estate and vacant Crown land.   
The majority of bait stations in this program are now permanently 

baited throughout the year.  Bait stations not permanently baited are 
operational during the first full week of each month only.   

Every 6 months all landholders within 1km of any bait station will 
receive a baiting notification letter and map of bait station locations. 
All properties being baited are sign posted with the dates when baits 
are out. Dog owners are reminded to ensure their dogs do not wander 

as dogs are highly susceptible to 1080 poisoning.  
For any further information please contact Melinda Norton  

or Alison Prentice at the DECCW Highlands Area Office,  
Fitzroy Falls on (02) 4887 8244. 

Hi one and all, my valley of the jugglers, entertainers, 
clowns, lion tamers and freaks. (I was going to say 
bearded ladies, but I must not offend at this stage – 
save it for the night!) I just wanted to update and give 
thanks to the community that I live in and I love.  
I will not be doing updates every month by the way, 
next month will be the poster and we will begin to 
promote our businesses and so forth (nagging in other 
forms), BUT I just wanted to say a huge THANK 
YOU to those of you who have already responded to 
my 'call'.  
There are those gathering BOTTLE TOPS; there are 
those gathering and already donating MATERIAL. I 
have this image of mothers sitting in the hall dealing 
with all the material and threading these bottle tops 
while sitting on the floor, like a little recycling factory 
in the third world. GLASSWARE has begun to 
arrive, and offers of prizes and offers of help have also 
come in from not only Preschool parents, but the 
community at large.   
 

I have been so amused and thrilled with the response! 
To those that know me, and understand my obsession 
with this annual event will know that I am both 
excited and horrified at the thought of this task. 
Caroline Hill and I are preparing the 'fundraising' part 
of this event and to say that we are motivated is an 
understatement, but the essence of what we are trying 
to achieve is a great event that supports the businesses 
and individuals involved. There are also a fleet of 
parents that are going to be part of the fun and 
festivities including Gav from the KV Woodcrafts 
who is planning the construction of props we will 
need for the night!  
 

I just wanted to add to my list of things we need; 
BROWN PAPER BAGS (the ones we are issued at 
our wonderful plastic bag free shops). If you are able 
to add that to your hobo collection, I would greatly 
appreciate it. We need all of the above in big volumes, 
so thank you for your support.  
 

FOR BUSINESSES  
What I am planning this year is to make a show bag 
that people receive on arrival (as part of the circus 
theme) and in that show bag will be (popcorn, fairy 
floss etc). BUT most importantly - a programme - A 
PROGRAMME FOR THE EVENING THAT HAS 
A BUSINESS DIRECTORY. In other words a list of 
the businesses that contributed to the night including 
contact details and location etc. 
This is a way to thank the businesses but this would 
also be a reference for people looking for great 
businesses to patronise, because of their commitment 
to our event. In other words, please support the 
businesses that supported us. So if businesses are able 
to offer not only something for the auction, but want 
to promote a special, or offer a % discount or 
something - this is the place to do it. So to all our 
businesses that we have contacted or emailed (or will 
do), we hope this will help respect and support your 
help!  
 

Secondly, what happens, (rarely but it does happen) 
people receive wonderful vouchers from auction 
items, and then want to extend or negotiate terms of 
auction items…well, not on my watch! When 
businesses donate, they show respect and generosity, 
and they deserve the same in return. So, VOUCHERS 
AND ALL DETAILS WILL BE ‘DETAILED’ 
AND CHECKED WITH BUSINESSES AND 
WILL HAVE A ‘NO NEGOTIATION AND NO 
EXTENSIONS’ ON BEHALF OF THE 
PRESCHOOL, NOT THE BUSINESSES OUT OF 
RESPECT FOR WHAT THEY HAVE GIVEN.  
I just thought I would let you know. 
Finally, what do I have planned…? 
 
 

Cirque De Valley  
Celebrate, Circus style - we won't have animals - but 
it will still be wild! 
June 12 Kangaroo Valley Community Hall 
$45 Including Dinner 
6.30 – 11.30pm 
FANCY DRESS, GREAT MUSIC, SHOW BAG ON 

ARRIVAL, LICENSED BAR 
FULLY CATERED, SPONSORED PHOTO 

BOOTH AND "PARTY PHOTOS", SILENT AND 
LIVE AUCTION, COMPETITIONS 

FIRE TWIRLING, TALENT DISPLAYS 
TATTOO BOOTH, CANDY TRAY GIRLS 

FORTUNE TELLER AND MORE SURPRISES ON 
THE NIGHT COURTESY "CARBON NEUTRAL 

CARNI' CARTERS" (BOOZE BUS’S) 
 

No table bookings this year, there will be seating and 
tables CIRCUS style,  
So come as an individual or come as a group.  
 

Thank you for reading my blurb, my nag, my 
rant.  
Fundraising is always a circus, so let’s raise 
money for the Preschool on the way.  
Tickets will be available for purchase at the 
Preschool.  
Or for more information or for reservation 
please call Miffy on 4465 0137. 
 

Winter dance in Kangaroo Valley 2010  
Annual fundraiser for the Kangaroo Valley Preschool 
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The judge was Kristy Brandon from 

Wagga Wagga. 
The prizes of a horse rug and saddle 
cloths were donated by Landmark. 

 

the rodeo and the Talent Quest and enjoys being 
with her many friends and having fun. Candice 
is a caring young lady and as a school leader 
likes to help the younger children during 
playground activities.    
Emily Rutherford looks forward to the Show 
every year, especially the rides and the food. 
She has many interests and along with entering 
in the Cooking, Needlework and Craft Sections, 
she competes in the Ironman and Push Bike 
races. She would like to see a Triathlon, horse 
rides and Gumboot throwing Competition added 
to the Showtime Events. 
Emily has represented her school and the 
community at the highest level in the sports of 
tennis, netball, triathlon and the 2009 
Spellathon. Besides this, the school choir, the 
Wildfyre Festival and as a helper at the recent 
Arts Festival. This busy young lady enjoys 
regular bush walks with that Club, Cricket and 
Touch football and is the youngest Volunteer at 
the Pioneer Park.  
Erin Hindman likes to catch up with her friends 
at the Show and staying up late to watch the 
Rodeo and the Talent Quest. She enters her art 
work and has been a successful prize winner. 
Erin enjoys the hay-stacking, iron person and 
lawn mowing races besides the children’s’ fancy 
dress event, the dodgem cars and those icy cold 
‘slushies’. 
Montana Reynolds loves the community 
togetherness of the Valley Show.   She 
particularly enjoys the Pet Show, Talent Quest 
and competing in the Junior Iron Woman. This 
talented young lady has shown prowess in 
community and school activities in the last 12 
months. She was part of the School choir at 
ANZAC, the Folk Festival and the Small 

(Continued from page 26) 

Schools Concert, directed a winning entry in 
the Schools’ Theatre Competition, is a strong 
member of the soccer and basketball teams and 
awarded Junior Girl Champion at the School 
Athletics and Cross-country carnivals. She has 
also competed in the District and Regional 
Athletics Meetings. 
Montana enjoys personal interaction with other 
children and adults has no hesitation in 
expressing her continued dedication to playing 
a part in helping with school and community 

events. She suggests that more novelty events 
for the younger boys and girls would encourage 
them to see the Show as their special time and 
this early involvement would encourage a 
desire to be part of volunteering as adults. 
As you see a very impressive bevy of talent and 
beauty. 
Congratulations to Montana Reynolds, this 
year’s A&H Junior Show Girl.  

 
Joan Bray            

Cleaning 
Berry Best  

Property Services 
Serving Wollongong to Sussex Inlet  

Including Kangaroo Valley 

“When only the Berry Best Will Do” 
 

Phone KIM 
4464 2688 or 0425 809 797 

 

* Domestic * Commercial 
* Holiday rentals * End of Lease 

* Builders/ Renovation cleans 
 

References available 
Fully Insured 

Free Quotes available 
berrybest@bigpond.com 

 

PO Box 52 Gerringong NSW 2534 
74 Borrowdale Close, Berry, NSW 2535 

Junior Show Girl 

Supreme Champion A.S.H. Ridden by Pat Lacey 

Champion A.S.H ridden owned by  
the Egan Family  

and ridden by Troy Rowlands. 
Champion Led A.S.H. owned by Reg Ryan 

Highlights from 
the Show ring 
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Kangaroo Valley’s own 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
32 Moss Vale Road, Kangaroo Valley NSW 2577  

phone (02) 4465 1986 

Watch for our weekly specials 

Open seven days a week from 6 am to 8 pm 
 

The best fresh fruit and meat and grocery choice 

Petrol, diesel, oils Bottled and refilled gas 
Ice and Telephone credits 

Golf club news 

 

The Sports  
Report 

 

Kangaroo Valley Golf Club News. 
Well what a difference some good rain makes 
when you have such a great green keeping 
team headed up by Richard Hooton. 

They had the course in great shape for the 
Women’s Pro-Am which was held on 24th and 
25th January.  
It was a four person Ambrose event with each 
team consisting of a woman professional and 
three amateurs (male or female).  

It was great to see so 
many KV Club members 
playing with the 
professional and visitors.  
The day was won by 
three of our members, 
Trevor Amery, Phil 
Scott and Ray 
Michelsons teaming up 
with one of Australia’s 
top golfers, Nikki 
Garrett.  
They had a score of 12 
under par, off the stick, 
giving them a nett score 
of 19 under par. 
Wow we thought we did 
alright with six under 
and a nett for a gross 14 
under.  

Thanks Rick, Harry, Janice and the team for 
such a great day.  
What an opportunity not just watching but 
playing with not only some of the top golfers in 
Australia but also from overseas. 
The day before we had a great turn out for the 
Saturday comp. with Valda Baker (St Michaels) 
winning the women’s with 36 points, Sheila 
Young was second with 35 and Suzanne Greer 
was third, on a countback, with 34 points.   
The men’s was won by Ray Michelsons with 38 
points, Mike Hinton second scoring 37 and John 
Scott (Shoalhaven Heads) 35 points. 
The Committee has decided that when the field 
has at least 8 women and 8 men playing we will 
have both a women’s and men’s competition. 
The Committee also decided, in consultation 
with the Resort Management, that we will also 
hold a Wednesday competition. 
The first Wednesday comp was held on 27 
January and was won by Sheila Young, 39 
points, Harry Britton second with 34 and 
Suzanne Greer third with 33.  
The January Medal was played on a overcast, 
heavy atmosphere day with extremely damp 
fairways and greens.  

(Continued on page 41) Sheila Young looks on anxiously awaiting the results of her great putt 
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Sports club Secretaries 
 
 

send your fixtures,  
features, results   

to 
 

thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au 

Owen Gilbert overcame the 
conditions playing excellent golf, 
coming in with a nett three under par 
68.  
The rest of us struggled to post a good 
score with Mike Hinton managing a 
nett 74 to take second and Peter 
Dumbrell finished third with a nett 76.  
Early February the real rain started, so 
much so that there was no play on 6th 
or 10th February so when we turned 
up to play on Saturday 13th, despite a 
very wet course and the threat of rain 
we what any sensible golfer would do, 
we played.  
The rain came after 5 or 6 holes but 
most of us persevered to the end with 
Ray Michelsons taking first with a 
score of -1, in a versus par format, 
Gordon Thomson had -5 for second 
and third was John Seyffer with -6.  
The rest of us were -9 or worse, so 
like all good golfers we blamed the 
weather for our poor scores.  
Although the Wednesday comps have 
a reasonably small field they are still a lot of fun 
and bring out the competitive streak in us all 
and on Wednesday 17, with the course still quite 
wet, Dinny Mandalis won with 37 points Peter 
Dumbrell was second with 31 and Bill Clemens 
had a 28 for third.  
Saturday 20 February, the day of the Kangaroo 
Valley Show was a much brighter and dryer 
day.  

(Continued from page 40) 

Preparing to tee off at the 12th on a perfect day for golf at the picturesque Kangaroo Valley golf course 

David Golovsky won with 37 points, Gordon 
Thomson scored 35 for second and Richard 
Church (Cedar Ridge USA), they even come 
from overseas to play our great course, finished 
third with 34 points. 
If you intend coming down during the week 
then try to include Wednesdays and join us in 
the competition.  
You’ll have a great time.  

Till next time, 70 plus  
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Them what whispers down the well, 
About the goods they ‘ave to sell, 
Will not make as many dollars, 

As thems wot climbs up trees an’ ‘ ollers. 

The Village Green Nursery 
 

Pot Plant to Paddock—Natives, Exotics, Fruit and Ornamental 
trees, Tubestock, windbreaks and Hedging 

 
 

 Ph/fax 44 651 533 Janet or Darren 
 

for helpful service and advice  
“council carpark” Kangaroo Valley, open 7 days 

  
 
 

Ph 44651037     email: .  eccleselectrical@westnet.com.au 
*All Electrical jobs including- domestic and commercial 
 

*Refrigeration/Air-con            *Plus Pump Repairs 
 

~Emergency Service Available~ 

Eccles Electrical 

 

Archie's Artistic Services 
44652135 

Sculptured Environments in the landscape 
Waterfeatures - Fountains - Garden structures 

Mosaic and Tile work 
Sculptures - Figure - Wildlife - Abstract   

              Ian McLean  
        Home Handyman  

               
     Tel: 4464 3267   Mob: 0427 643 267

This space could be yours 
 

Just telephone  
 

44 651 621 

Brigit Earl 
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DRYDEN PLUMBING SERVICES 
Plumber, Drainer & Gasfitter 

 

7 Days, Emergency service 
Call Mark or Margo 

Phone 44651503 Mobile 0413 99 1080 
Lic. No. 11234 

Servicing Kangaroo Valley for almost 20 years 

Kangaroo Valley Security 
Regular and casual patrols of  

properties and premises 
Alarm responses – Security signage 

Static guarding 
Sales of alarms and associated equipment 

Fully licensed security operative servicing the Valley 
 

Ph 44 651 659  Mob: 042 865 1659 
Master Licence No: 407376632 

Massage Therapist 
Karen Palmer DRM 

0417 407 212 
ATMS accredited 

Health fund rebates 
Deep tissue, remedial, relaxation and pregnancy treatments available 

Monday (all day),Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Saturdays 
Gift vouchers available 

Ambulance station community complex 

Lee Dale:  
Tel  0405 224043  

Licence No: 158073C 
 

24 hours—7 Days Emergency Service 
                15 years experience   

KANGAROO VALLEY  
PLUMBING SERVICES 

Same day  
hot water system replacement 

MTA Member   
Motor Mechanic Lic #: 106089 

All Mechanical Repairs 
    Log Book Servicing 

Brake & Clutch Repairs 
Slasher, Mower,  
Ride-on Repairs 

Mig Welding, Tyre Repairs 
On farm mechanical repairs 

   Plant/Heavy Vehicle Field 
Servicing 

17 years mechanical knowledge  
and Licenced Workshop experience.  

We provide full service for 4x4’s and motor vehicles 
 

John Wright 0411 619 179 
email Wassa@shoal.net.au 

 

Wrights Farm Machinery P/L 
Jennter Drive, Kangaroo Valley 
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For Valley Voice advertising  
please phone 44 651 621 Paul Obern Arborist Services 

Qualified Tree Surgeon with 15 years Experience 
 

Tree Reductions, Section Felling, Felling, Dead Wooding, 
Thinning, Mulching, Fire Reduction Clearing, Dangerous 

Tree Removal – All Sizes 
Call Paul Tel 44651391 or Mobile No  0403610236 

Competitive Prices Kangaroo Valley Area  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

All Pest Control Work Undertaken 
Termite inspections and treatments. 

 
Competitive Prices Kangaroo Valley Area 

Call Paul Tel 44651391 Mobile No  0403610236  
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Domestic * New/Repaints *  
Commercial * Insurance Work 

ABN 64 835 636 910  
Lic.  Number: 197810C 

Kangaroo Valley’s Local Licenced Painter 

0411 361 981 or 4465 2980 FREE QUOTES 

 

 
Them what whispers down the well, 
About the goods they ‘ave to sell, 
Will not make as many dollars, 

As thems wot climbs up trees an’ ‘ ollers. 

Specialising in Tung Oil for New & Old Flooring 
& Environmentally Friendly Coatings 

 

This space  
could be yours 

 
 
 

Just telephone  
 

44 651 621 
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For Valley Voice  
advertising please  
phone 44 651 621 

J. T. Rebbeck - Earthmoving Contractor 
4465 1329 Mobile 0414 744 258 

Reliable service,                
excellent equipment, competitive quotes. 

Kangaroo Valley  
Village Markets  

 

are held on the  
2nd Saturday every month 

 

8.30am-2.30pm,  
with proceeds going towards the Kangaroo Valley 

Folk Festival.   
 

For more information contact  
Jane Richter 4421 5887 or email 

 

 kvmarkets@gmail.com 

Pathway update 
Warren, Mim and Bill Alldritt, John and Glenn 
Ballard,  Hope and Angus Kennedy,   
Elizabeth Aitken, Conrad and Alice Oppen,  
Bob Cordukes, Sherry and Tom Gregory,  
Penny Bell, Brian Glanville, Rosemary and 
Paul Seale, Ken and Ginny Crocker, Jason 
Horton, Paul Terrett, N. B and N. L Smart, 
Matthew Hill, Peter Gooch, Sheila Young, 
Claudia Nicholson, Alan Liddle, Tony Barnett, 
John Keats, Bev Murphy, Sue Williamson, 
John and Marion Smart, Bruce and Richard 
Preston, David Blakeley, Sayan Panitkun, Trish 
and Guy of Cafe Bella, D and A Saywell, 
Dietmar Tuery, Elizabeth George, Peter 
Martin, Stewart Briggs,  Kangaroo Valley 
Lions Club, Anonymous.   
 
Donations of labour and time (varying 
amounts, in no particular order) 
 
Dave Selby, Mark Dryden, David Smart, Bob 
Beasley, Simon Shine, Paul Williams,  
Ben Selby, Dion Larkins, Richard Zgorzelski,  
Mario Commazzetto, Gavin Robinson, Keith 
Learn, Andrew Paterson, Laurie Barton,  
Bob Dunn, Bruno Henke, Lance Brown,  
Ron Bower, Bryan and Ester Barger.  
Pamela Davis generously supplied us with 
morning tea, as did several ladies from the 
Glenmack Caravan Park.  
Those egg and bacon rolls were delicious. 
We also thank John Bacon for picking up and 
delivering the expansion joints from 
Bomaderry and the determined undertaking by  
Chris Treuen to raise funds to keep the project 
going. Without his help and of course those 
who responded with their donations, we would 
still be heading for Barrengarry Store. 
Last but not least we have to thank Councillor 
Gareth Ward for his great support, in always 
being available to answer any questions or 
following up actions relating to the Pathway 
and his tireless effort in seeking Council 
funding for the project.  

Ron Bower  

(Continued from page 14) 

Saturn’s Satellites 
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Wot’s on in the Valley 

Monthly events 
 

Mon (1st) KV Rural Fire Service meeting – 7.30 pm – Fire Shed – David Smart 4465 1214 
Mon (2nd) Environment Group – 6 pm – The Gallery in Kangaroo Valley –  
 Peter Stanton 4465 1688 
Mon (3rd) A & H Meeting – 7.30 pm - K.V. Hall – Donna Parker, 4465 2170 
  
Tues (1st)        CWA 10 am to 12, 12 Speaker, 12.30 pm Combined Luncheon, 

          1 pm to 2.15 pm Meeting 
                              Pioneer Museum Park. Working Bee 9.00 am to 12 noon  
                                  Werner Bayer 4465 -1058.   
Tues (2nd)        Pre School Meeting 
   Senior Citizen’s Meeting  - 10.30 am – Glemack. 
 
Tues (3rd)    Pioneer Museum Park Trust 10 am Elaine Apperley 4465 2026  
Tues (3rd)        KV Historical Society 1 pm Garth Chittick 4465 1367  
 
Thurs (2nd) P. & C. Meeting – – KV  School  
 
Fri (2nd) View Club General Meeting and  Luncheon – 12 pm – locations as advised 
Fri (3rd) Upper Kangaroo Valley Landcare Workbee. Contact Tess Heighes 4422 7147 
                                                         for confirmation and location of meeting place. 
Sat (last)   Brogers Creek Landcare – Andrew or Liz 4465 1482 
Sundays 8-30 am Traditional service Anglican Church 4465 1585 
 10 am Contemporary service Anglican Church 4465 1585 
 School holidays 9-30 am service only 
Sun (last) Fishing Club Competition day – Harold Sharman   4465 1140 

* 
The Kangaroo Valley Voice is delivered to all house and land holders within the mountain boundaries of the Valley 

*Subscription to the Voice is available at a cost of $48 per year  
  Our data base of addresses needs to be updated regularly so if your address is incorrect please let us know. 

 
  Please tick the appropriate box:         I AM A NEW RESIDENT 
                                                              I HAVE PURCHASED PROPERTY 
                                                              SUBSCRIPTION  -  (Cheque or Money Order only thank you) 
                                                              CHANGE OR ALTER ADDRESS 
  Your Mailing Address:-         
                                         Name _________________________________________________________________            
                                                  
       
 Address _______________________________________________________________________________________________Post Code__________ 

 
 K.V. Voice Office:-  149 Moss Vale Rd , Kangaroo Valley 2577.   Phone (02) 4465 1621 

If you wish to advertise, have a story to tell, or know of any item you feel  would be of interest to our readers we would love to hear from you 

Bi-weekly events 
 

Tuesday (2nd & 4th)  Lions Club  – 7 pm Carolyn Green 4465 1384 
 
Thursday (1st & 3rd) Men’s Group— 7.30 pm - Bob Dunn 4465 1056 

Special events March 2010 

Claim the date! 
 

 
 
April 18     SHE (Seven Harp Ensemble) KV Hall 
 
May 1-2  Concert series Arts in the Valley 
 
June 12      Pre school circus KV Hall 
 
 
 

Organisations are invited to use this page  
to claim the date for any events they are planning,  

so as to avoid doubling up and clashes with other groups 

 
March 2       BOWLO swim relays KV Pool 6-15 pm 
 
March 20    Songbirds CD Launch,  
                     Studio Theatre, Shoalhaven Entertainment Centre 7:30 pm 
 
March 26th Jo Gash will be outside the Pioneer Motel, Moss Vale Rd 
                                             from 12.30 -1.30pm  
 

Weekly events 
 

Mon – Fri  Bus Service to Nowra and    Highlands   
-   4423 5990 
Mon –Tues-Thurs Mass  St. Joseph’s 8 am 
Mon Bingo – 5 pm  KVB&RC 
Mon 1-3 pm Women's Bible Study  
 Anglican Hall 44651585 
Tues Men's Bowling - noon, Casual  
 Contact Club 4465 1175 leave name  
Tues 10-12 & 6-8 Iyenga Yoga 44 651 364 
Tues 8 pm Meditation Group  
 ph 0427 383 645 
Tues Cuppa & kids  
                    Sunday School Hall  from 9-30 am 
Wed Mass St Joseph’s 6-15 am 
Wed Rural Fire Service Training at Shed 
 6pm 
Wed            6-8 pm Iyenga yoga contact  
                    44   651364 
Thurs          5 pm Golf Croquet 
                     Walking group P.O. 10 am 
Thurs  1-3 pm Women's Care & share -  
 Anglican Hall 44651585 
Sat              Mass - St. Joseph’s Church, 8 am 
Sat              1 pm Social Bowls  
                    KV Bowling Club            
Sun             Bowling Club - 'Barefoot Bowls'  
  From 1 pm  
Sun Anglican Church    
 8-30 am Traditional service  
 10 am Contemporary service and  
 Sunday School     
Sun Mass - St. Joseph’s Church, 11 am 
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SCHOOLS & CHURCHES 
Preschool Jacinta Powell 4465 1327 
Public School John Bond 4465 1182 
P & C                             Lucy Rodden          4465 2232 
Scots College Grahame Allen 4465 1089 
Anglican Church Andrew Patterson 4465 1585 
Sunday School Jeanette Dumbrell 4465 2708 
Catholic Church Anne Dynon 4464 1910 
 

CHARITIES & SERVICE GROUPS 
CMR Institute Isabel Butler 4465 1248 
Lions Club          Lorraine Mairinger 4465 1031 
V.I.E.W. Club Betty Allan 4465 1154 
C.W.A. Gwen Nelson 4443 3409 
Amnesty Int. Libby Turnock 4465 1357 
Environment Pamela Davis 4465 2285 
Wires  4862 1788 

AGES & STAGES 
Cubs/Scouting   Gary Thomas 4465 1485 
Senior Citizens  Nanette Thompson  4465 2784 
Cuppa and kids  Simone O’Halloran 4465 1102 

OTHER ORGANISATIONS 
K. V. Show Donna Parker 4465 2170 
Alcholics Anonymous      Rick 4465 1113 
Brogers Creek Landcare    
                        Andrew Fitzsimmons 4465 1482 
Budgong Community Group  
                               Nicholas Carlile  4446 0591 
Cuppa & kids  Simone O’Halloran   4465 1102 
Historical Society Garth Chittick    4465 1367 
FYRE   Karen Harrison   4465 1699 
K.V.C.A..           Barbara Woodney  4465 1117  
KV Garden Group  Lee Sharam        4465 1756 
KVRFB Captain David Smart       4465 1214 
Iyengar Yoga Rose Andrews    4465 1364 
Osborne Park/Hall J. Lenz                4465 1272 
Pioneer Museum    Elaine Apperley 4465 2026 
Rock-Wallaby Melinda Norton 4887 8256               
Tourist Assn Alison Baker 4465 1664 
Upper River Progress Assn   
                               David Loneragan 4465 1364 
 

EMERGENCIES  
Police  13 1444 or 4421 9699 
Ambulance 000  
Poisons 13 1126 
Integral Energy 13 1003  
Lifeline 13 1114 
Fire 000 

 

SPORTS & EXERCISE 

Cricket Club        Greg Thompson         4465 1531 
Croquet Club Mary McIntyre       4465 2757 
Fishing Club Vinnie Winch 4465 1448  
Golf Club John Rose 4464 2384 
Hockey Club       Sharon Gomez        4465 1580 
Ladies Bowling Margery Good 4465 1341 
Men’s Bowling Phillip Chittick 4465 1035  
Pony Club Sharon Selby 4465 1186 
Rowing Club       Gerry Garrett     0280 048 403 
Tennis Club Bruce Rodway 4465 1756 
  
Group Secretaries - please check & update details 


